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Nanopartículas cristalinas de silício, terminação de hidrogénio, superfície 
oxidada, funcionalização orgânica, espectroscopia de fotoluminescência, 
termómetro luminescente primário, filmes infiltrados com Al2O3.  
 

resumo 
 

 

O entendimento das propriedades de luminescência do silício à escala 
nanométrica é uma questão relevante para o desenvolvimento de novos 
dispositivos emissores de luz. 
Neste âmbito, esta tese foca o estudo das propriedades de emissão de 
nanopartículas cristalinas de silício, com diferentes terminações da 
superfície (hidrogénio, óxido de silício ou moléculas orgânicas), 
utilizando espectroscopia de fotoluminescência em modo estacionário e 
resolvido no tempo e medidas de rendimento quântico de emissão. À 
temperatura ambiente, os espectros de emissão das nanopartículas 
terminadas com hidrogénio e funcionalizadas com moléculas orgânicas, 
com tamanhos médios de ≈3.4 e ≈2.4 nm, apresentam uma componente 
centrada, respetivamente em ≈800 e ≈750 nm. Esta componente é 
atribuída à recombinação de excitões fotogerados no núcleo de silício da 
nanopartícula. Uma componente adicional, a maiores energias, está 
presente no espectro de nanopartículas com óxido de silício à superfície, 
sendo atribuída à recombinação de pares dados-aceitador de estados 
associados ao óxido. Os valores medidos para os tempos de vida de 
emissão e para o rendimento quântico de emissão dependem da 
terminação da superfície e são discutidos, através da transferência de 
excitões intra- e inter-nanopartículas. O valor mais alto de rendimento 
quântico de emissão à temperatura ambiente para amostras em filme foi 
medido para nanopartículas com funcionalização orgânica (0.23±0.02). 
Uma outra vertente do trabalho, envolveu filmes de nanopartículas de 
silício infiltrados com Al2O3, utilizando deposição em camadas atómica. 
A camada depositada permite proteger os filmes contra a oxidação e 
observa-se uma alteração do espectro de emissão das nanopartículas, 
relativamente a nanopartículas análogas sem infiltração. Este trabalho 
abre novas questões sobre o papel da terminação e separação entre 
nanopartículas no que respeita às propriedades de emissão. 
Tirando partido da dependência da emissão com a temperatura foi 
desenvolvido um termómetro primário inovador. Em particular, é 
mostrado que termómetros luminescentes baseados em nanopartículas 
de silício processadas em filme e em solução podem operar em diversos 
ambientes com um parâmetro termométrico (energia do pico de 
emissão) descrito por uma equação de estado bem estabelecida. O 
termómetro apresenta uma reversibilidade e repetibilidade superior a 
99.98%, e um valor máximo para a sensibilidade térmica relativa de 0.04 

%.K−1. 
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abstract 

 
The understanding of the luminescence properties of silicon at nanoscale 
is a relevant subject for the development of new light emitting devices. 
In this work, the emission features of crystalline silicon nanoparticles is 
studied. To reveal the role of the surface termination on the 
photoluminescence properties of silicon nanoparticles with several 
terminations (hydrogen, silicon oxide or organic molecules) 
photoluminescence in steady-state and time-resolved modes and 
measurements of the emission quantum yield were performed. At room 
temperature, the emission spectra of silicon nanoparticles terminated 
with hydrogen and functionalized with organic molecules, with average 
mean diameter of ≈3.4 and ≈2.4 nm present an emission component 
peaking at ≈800 and ≈750 nm, respectively. This emission component is 
ascribed to recombination of photogenerated excitons in the silicon core 
of the nanoparticles. An additional emission component peaking at 
higher energy, ascribed to the donor-acceptor recombination within 
states associated with the oxide shell is also present in the spectra of the 
nanoparticles with an oxide shell. The emission lifetime and quantum 
yield values depend on the surface termination and are discussed the 
role of the surface termination int the inter- and intra-nanoparticle 
exciton transfer. The higher room temperature emission quantum yield 
was measured for silicon nanoparticles with organic functionalization 
processed as films (0.23±0.02).  
Another aspect studied was the homogeneous infilling of films of silicon 
nanoparticles with Al2O3 using atomic layer deposition. The infilling 
allows to protect the films against oxidation and also impacts on the 
photoluminescence emission spectrum of the nanoparticles. This work 
opens new questions about the role of the surface termination and 
separation between nanoparticles on the emission properties. 
Taking advantage from the dependence of the nanoparticles emission on 
temperature, an innovative primary thermometer was developed. It is 
shown that luminescent thermometers based on silicon nanoparticles 
films and solutions can operate in distinct environments with the 
thermometric parameter (emission peak position) described by a well-
established equation. The thermometer has a reversibility and 
repeatability higher than 99.98% and the maximum relative thermal 

sensitivity is 0.04 %.K−1. 
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Chapter 1. General introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation and context  
 

Bulk Si has been the base of the semiconductor industry and despite the research 

efforts on new materials, there is no obvious successor for the today’s Si-based 

technology.[1] The technology devices that are commercially available (such as 

transistors and diodes) include integrated circuits that are built with bulk crystalline Si.[2] 

Despite the technological and commercial success of the devices based on bulk Si, the 

commercially available light emitting devices are not based on bulk Si, because it does 

not present efficient light emission due to its indirect energy band gap of 1.1 eV at 300 

K.[3]  

In 1990, Canham showed that quantum confinement effect yields 

photoluminescence from Si nanostructures at room temperature in the visible (red) 

spectral range.[4] This observation created the perspective of the development of light 

emitting devices based on Si nanostructures. Those nanostructures based on Si would 

present several advantages. The fact that they are made of the same element that 

dominates the integrated circuits market would facilitate the compatibility and 

integration with the current technology. Besides that, Si is one of the most abundant 

elements on the Earth’s crust[5] and reveals good properties in terms of 

biocompatibility,[6] unlike elements such as cadmium and selenium that have been used 

for the development of nanocrystal-based light emitting devices, such as light-emitting 

diodes,[7] but are well known for their toxicity.[7, 8] Despite all these advantageous 

properties, devices based on the light emission by Si nanostructures do not have until 

now the same success in light emission devices when compared with the success of the 

bulk Si in the semiconductor industry. To improve the possibility of success of the Si 

nanostructures it is fundamental to understand the light emission mechanisms, such as 

the photoluminescence, and study how the structure of the nanostructures impact on 

the light emission properties.  
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Nanostructures based on Silicon 

 
Nanostructures based on Si, with different sizes and shapes, have properties 

distinct from the ones that characterize bulk Si.[9] Si nanoparticles (NPs) are structures 

with size in the nanometer scale (<100 nm)[10] formed by Si atoms that may or may not 

have an ordered conformation. In the first case, the NPs are crystalline and in the second 

one they are typically amorphous.[11] These NPs can be produced with different shapes 

such as spherical, octahedral, cubic or even as nanowires, as shown in the scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microcopy (TEM) images of Figure 

1.1.[12-15] Each one of these shapes has advantageous properties for specific applications, 

for example, in terms of the formation of structures, the shape of the NPs assumes an 

important role on the packing of the NPs,[14] and on the design of new devices as thin 

film transistors.[14, 16] 

 

 

Figure 1.1 SEM images[14] of (A) spherical and (B) octahedral Si NPs and TEM image[12] of 
(C) cubic Si NPs. 
 

Other examples of Si nanostructures are porous Si and Si NPs embedded in a 

matrix, e.g. silicon oxide,[17-20] ammonium silicon hexafluoride[21] or silicon nitride[22] 

(Figure 1.2). These structures do not contain freestanding nanocrystals but present also 

properties that are different from bulk Si.[23-25] Porous Si is formed by a 

nanocrystalline[26] or an amorphous[27] Si skeleton immersed in a disordered web of 

pores. The optoelectronic properties of porous Si are mainly determined by the skeleton 

size.[28]  
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Figure 1.2 TEM images of Si NPs (dark spots) embedded in (A) silicon oxide[29] and in (B) 
silicon nitride.[22] 
 

Freestanding nanocrystals are suitable systems for the study of 

photoluminescence properties, since there is no influence of the matrix and of the 

porosity on their properties, as happens in Si NPs embedded in a matrix and in porous 

Si.[28] For some applications the porous Si and Si NPs embedded in a matrix are systems 

with advantageous properties, for example porous Si is an attractive material for drug 

delivery.[30] Despite that, the Si NPs embedded in a matrix present some important 

limitations in terms of charge transport between Si NPs, because of the dielectric 

properties of the materials that usually constitute the matrix, such as silicon oxide.[31] 

Besides that, in nanostructures of Si NPs embedded in a matrix the control of the 

concentration of embedded NPs is not accurate.[31] The less complexity of the Si NPs also 

allows to predict an easier understanding of the effect of a surface modification on the 

photoluminescence properties.  

 
Light emission properties of silicon nanoparticles  

 
Bulk Si is a semiconductor characterized by a weak emission in the near infrared 

(NIR).[32, 33] These properties are explained by its indirect energy gap (1.1 eV) that results 

in long radiative decay times of free excitons, allowing nonradiative decay channels, 

which decrease the luminescence efficiency.[34] Differently from what happens in bulk 

Si, Si NPs with different surface terminations (e.g. hydrogen, oxide or organic 

molecules), or embedded in oxides, amorphous silicon oxide (SiOx) NPs, and porous Si 

present emission in the visible spectral range.[35-37] The photoemission is characterized 
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by a broad/unstructured band with a spectral distribution that shifts from the NIR to the 

visible spectral regions as the size of the nanostructures is decreased. [38-40] 

One of the phenomena that is indicated as being responsible for the emission in 

the visible range by Si nanostructures is quantum confinement.[38, 41, 42] As the 

nanostructures become smaller, the electrons become more confined and their position 

is more precisely defined, so their momenta is less precisely defined due to the 

Heisenberg uncertainty relations.[43] This allows radiative transitions even without the 

assistance of phonons, without violating the momentum conservation law, as happens 

in materials with direct band gap.[44, 45] This phenomenon can explain the emission in 

the visible range observed for Si NPs with a diameter lower than 5 nm.[38, 46] The emission 

spectra are characterized by a broad band that shifts to lower wavelengths (higher 

energies) with the decrease of the Si NPs diameter (as shown in Figure 1.3A). This 

behavior is attributed to an increase of the quantum confinement of the excitons, which 

is a consequence of the decrease of the Si NPs diameter that also results in an increase 

of the band gap of the Si NPs (Figure 1.3B).[38, 41] 

 

 

Figure 1.3 A) Emission spectra of crystalline Si NPs with different diameter values 
(increasing from the left to the right) in solution for an excitation wavelength of 350 nm. 
The photographs of each solution exposed to ultraviolet (UV) radiation (of 355 nm) are 
also shown.[38] B) Calculated (lines) and experimental results (solid symbols) for the 
optical band gap energies of Si NPs with different diameter.[32]  
 

Considering that the Bohr radius of free excitons in Si is 4.9 nm,[4, 47, 48] in small 

hydrogen-terminated Si NPs, the phenomenon of quantum confinement can explain the 

blue shift of the emission spectra with the decreasing of the diameter of the Si NPs.[34, 

49, 50] In larger crystalline NPs and also in other kinds of nanocrystalline Si (with different 
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surface termination), other phenomena, such as surface states (e.g. localized defect 

states or dangling bonds), must be considered in order to explain the emission 

properties.[35, 50-53]  

The emission of the hydrogen-terminated Si NPs is modified by the exposure of 

the NPs to ambient conditions, because a native oxide shell is formed at the surface of 

the NPs.[54-57] This oxide shell determines important properties from the fundamental 

and technological point of view, like water solubility.[37, 58, 59] The oxide shell takes an 

important role on the luminescence properties of the Si NPs.[55, 60-62] In fact, beside 

quantum confinement, the alternative phenomena proposed to explain the emission 

properties of Si NPs are related to the oxide shell. The most studied dependence of the 

light emission properties of Si NPs on surface modification is the one related with the 

formation of an oxide shell. The formation of the oxide shell is a self-limited process[55] 

that can readily take place in air at room temperature.[54-57] The oxidation phenomenon 

can be described using the Cabrera-Mott mechanism (Figure 1.4) that includes de 

following steps: (i) water molecules adsorb at the surface silanol groups and aid in the 

cleavage of Si–Si backbonds of Si–OH; (ii) an electron is transferred from the broken 

bond to an adsorbed O2 molecule; (iii) the resulting electrostatic potential forces the 

O2
− drift toward the cleaved Si–Si bond; (iv) the process leads to the oxidation of this 

bond and of the neighboring Si–Si bond through a mechanism that involves initially 

formation of a disilperoxo bridge Si–O–O–Si, which is transformed into two Si–O–Si 

groups.[59] 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Scheme illustrating the steps of the oxidation phenomenon in the presence 
of water and oxygen molecules (adapted).[59]  
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The emission spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs are characterized by a shift 

in the position of the emission band when compared with the spectra of hydrogen-

terminated NPs. The majority of the studies report a blue shift after oxidation (Figure 

1.5A).[31, 40, 55, 56, 60-64] This effect is attributed to the decrease of the crystalline core size 

after oxidation, which results in an increase of the band gap[40, 61-64] or to the appearance 

of defects related to the oxide formation.[55, 60-62] Other studies report a red shift[58] 

(Figure 1.5B) that is attributed to the introduction of trapped excitons at silanone (Si=O) 

bonds,[65, 66] Si–O–Si bridge bonds[58] or oxygen incorporation via passivation with group 

OH or oxidation.[67]  

 

 
Figure 1.5 A) Emission spectra of Si NPs presenting a blue shift in the peak position with 
the increasing of the exposure time to air, excited at 355 nm (adapted).[63] B) Emission 
spectra of Si NPs presenting a red shift in the peak position with the increasing of the 
time in water, for different time intervals and excitation wavelength of 350 nm 
(adapted).[58] 
 

Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy also indicates that oxidation of 

hydrogen-terminated NPs induces the appearance of a new emission component.[68] 

Interesting too is the fact that some studies report a decrease of the photoluminescence 

intensity after air exposure,[55] but other studies report that samples only show 

photoluminescence, observed with naked eye, after a few hours or few days of exposure 

to air.[40] This effect is attributed to the progressive oxidation of the surface.[40] These 

experimental studies that show distinct results indicate that the origin of the 

photoluminescence in oxidized surface NPs is not clear yet and that it is strongly 

dependent on the Si NPs size and surface termination. 
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Organic functionalization of hydrogen-terminated NPs allows some protection 

against surface oxidation.[69] Despite that, the literature reports the oxidation of alkly-

passivated NPs and that this effect induces changes in the emission properties of the 

NPs.[69] The most notorious emission property of the organic-functionalized NPs is the 

higher value of the emission quantum yield.[70-73] The efficiency of the emission of the Si 

NPs can be quantified through the emission quantum yield. The majority of the 

measurements reported so far were performed for NPs in solution, with an oxide shell 

or functionalized with organic molecules. The higher values (0.60-0.70) were reported 

for Si NPs suspended in mesitylene with particles size distribution centered around 2.5-

4.0 nm and synthesized by nonthermal plasma and functionalized with 1-dodecene,[70] 

as shown in Table 1.1. The comparison between the different quantum yield values must 

take into attention factors such as the polarity of the solvent[33] and the excitation 

wavelength[74] that may influence the measured values.  

It was also suggested that the functionalization eliminates nonradiative surface 

defects, which results in the enhancement of the emission intensity.[75] In some reports, 

the high absolute emission quantum yield values observed for organic-functionalized Si 

NPs is attributed to surface passivation and a strict avoidance of oxidation.[70-72] The 

studies also suggest that an efficient protection of the Si NPs from the environment 

using alkyl chains favors luminescence over nonradiative recombination.[76] For Si NPs 

functionalized with alkyl and aryl amines, surface state emission was shown to be 

characterized by fast recombination rates and high emission quantum yields compared 

to Si NPs of equivalent size with hydrogen termination.[77]  
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Table 1.1 Emission quantum yield values () of oxidized surface and organic-functionalized Si NPs in film or suspended in different solvents. The 
average nanoparticle core diameter (d, nm), excitation wavelength (λexc, nm), and synthesis method are also indicated. 

Sample d Synthesis method Surface λexc  

Film 
 

3.5 Laser pyrolysis of SiH4 

Silicon oxide 

− 0.30[39] 

3.4 
Plasma decomposition of SiH4 270 0.1150.011[This work] 

Laser pyrolysis of SiH4 − 0.09[78] 

1-2 Pyrolyze of Si2H6 − 0.05[23] 

2.4 

Plasma decomposition of SiH4 

1-dodecene 
325 

0.230.02[This work] 

1.7 
1-dodecene and 

silicon oxide 
0.210.02[This work] 

Suspended 
in 

Ethanol 

3.4 

Silicon oxide 

365 0.430.04[This work] 

2-3 Plasma-assisted decomposition of SiBr4 
360 

0.24[79] 

<3 
Polyoxometalate-assisted electrochemical 
decomposition of bulk Si 

0.08-0.10[37] 

Water 4.1 Solution-phase synthesis using Mg2Si − 0.12[58] 

− 5 Laser pyrolysis of SiH4 355 0.005-0.01[64] 

Toluene − 

Plasma decomposition of SiH4 

− ≈0.50[80] 

Mesitylene/
1-dodecene 

− 
1-dodecene 

− 0.52[72] 

Mesitylene 4 
380-
400 

0.70[70] 

Mesitylene/
octadecene 

3.9 Octadecene 360 0.62[71] 

Ethanol or 
hexane 

1.5 Thermally degrading diphenysilane 
Octanol 

− 0.23[36] 

Hexane 1-3 Gas-phase based on high-pressure microdischarges − 0.30[81] 

Water 1-2 Solution-phase reduction of SiCl4 Allylamine − 0.10[82] 

Toluene − Laser pyrolysis of SiH4 Styrene 404 0.07[83] 
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Other effect that demonstrates the importance of the surrounding environment 

for the emission properties of the Si NPs is the quenching of photoluminescence that is 

induced by the transfer of excitons confined in Si NPs to molecular oxygen.[84-86] This 

phenomenon is characteristic of hydrogen-terminated NPs, being reduced by orders of 

magnitude if a thin oxide barrier is present.[85] Cryogenic temperatures (5-120 K) are 

ideal to observe this effect, as shown in Figure 1.6. With the increase of the temperature 

the conditions for an interaction between excitons and the molecular oxygen are 

reduced.[85, 86] This happens because with the increasing of the temperature a small 

separation distance is realized only during the short time of collisions between oxygen 

molecules and the Si NPs surface.[85, 86] With the increase of the temperature, the 

excitons' lifetime and the occupation number of the spin-triplet states of the excitons 

also decreases. This effect reduces the energy transfer rate to triplet ground-state 

oxygen molecules and the quenching of the photoluminescence.[85, 86] 

 

 
Figure 1.6 Temperature dependence of emission spectra intensity of microporous Si in 
oxygen ambient. Spectra at 55 and 5 K have been scaled by the indicated multiplication 
factor for better comparison (adapted).[85] 
 

Despite all the research performed on Si NPs, several topics about the 

optoelectronic properties and specifically about the photoluminescence of the Si NPs 

are still open. Questions regarding the origin of the photoluminescence such as if the 

emission arises from defect states or from quantum confinement effects are still under 

debate.[50, 52, 87-89] Understanding these phenomena and how they affect the 
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photoluminescence properties of the NPs is a crucial step for developing new 

applications and also for improving the performance of the already demonstrated 

devices that are based on Si NPs.  

 

Applications based on light emission by silicon nanoparticles 

 
Taking advantage of the light emission properties of Si NPs, the development of 

light-emitting devices based on Si NPs, as light-emitting diodes is already a reality,[90-94] 

as shown in Figure 1.7. They present promising values in terms of external quantum 

efficiency, a parameter defined by the ratio between the number of photons emitted 

from the device and the number of electrons passing through the device.[95] Values up 

to 8.6% have been achieved.[91] This is a high value considering that other devices based 

on other semiconductor NPs, such as CdSe/ZnS core-shell nanocrystals and ZnSe/ZnS 

core-shell quantum dots (QDs) which present values of 2.7[96] and 7.83%,[97] respectively. 

Despite that the value is still far from the value of external quantum efficiency reported 

for light-emitting diodes based on CdSe/CdS core-shell quantum dots that have a value 

of 20.5%.[98] The light emitting devices based on Si NPs also present high brightness and 

long-term stable electroluminescence.[91] The emission wavelength can be tuned from 

the NIR to the yellow by changing the size of the Si NPs.[93] 

 

 
Figure 1.7 A) Photographs of Si light-emitting diodes featuring intense 
electroluminescence in the visible spectral region.[93] B) Electroluminescence spectra of 
hybrid nanocrystal organic light-emitting diode for different driving voltages. The inset 
shows a photograph of the device in ambient lighting conditions.[69]  
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The dependence of the photoluminescence on temperature (e.g. emission peak 

position and emission lifetime) is also one of the features that can be potentially used 

to the development of thermometers with size in the nanoscale as proposed by 

Ryabchikov et al, Figure 1.8.[99, 100] The light emission properties make Si NPs suitable for 

diagnostic imaging[101, 102] or biological labeling.[8, 103, 104] 

 

 
Figure 1.8 Dependence on the temperature of the (A) emission peak position and (B) 
emission lifetime of colloidal solutions of Si NPs functionalized with alkyl groups.[99]    
 

1.2 Objectives of the thesis 
 

The major objective of this thesis is the study of the photoluminescence 

properties of Si NPs. In order to infer how surface oxidation affects the 

photoluminescent properties, Si NPs with and without oxide shell, with the same 

average core diameter will be studied. The effect of the functionalization of the surface 

with organic molecules on the photoluminescent properties will also be studied and 

compared with the photoluminescence properties of hydrogen-terminated Si NPs. 

Aiming at taking advantage of the dependence of the photoluminescence 

properties on the temperature, the operation of Si NPs as luminescent thermometers 

will also be explored. 

Moreover, films of Si NPs will be infilled with Al2O3. This will allow to study if the 

Al2O3 deposition can provide protection against oxidation in ambient conditions and 

how the photoluminescence properties are affected by the Al2O3 deposition.   
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1.3 Organization of the thesis 
 

This thesis is composed of six chapters. In chapter 1, the motivation of the work 

and context in which it was developed are presented. 

Chapter 2 describes the experimental techniques that were more relevant to the 

development of the work, namely a revision about the different methods for synthesis 

of Si NPs, with focus on the synthesis method used to produce the Si NPs studied in this 

thesis and on the systems developed by the two groups that synthesized the Si NPs (the 

Kortshagen group from the University of Minnesota, USA, and the Wiggers group from 

the Universität Duisburg-Essen, Germany). The techniques used to study the 

photoluminescent properties are also presented, together with a brief description of the 

other techniques used to characterize the Si NP systems. 

In chapter 3, the effect of the surface modification on the photoluminescence 

properties is studied for oxidized surface, hydrogen-terminated and organic-

functionalized Si NPs. 

Chapter 4 presents the application of the luminescent properties of Si NPs to the 

measurement of the temperature by presenting the Si NPs operating as primary 

luminescent thermometers. 

In the chapter 5, the deposition of Al2O3 by atomic layer deposition (ALD) on films 

of Si NPs is presented. The films were characterized in order to study if there was a 

homogeneous infilling of the films with Al2O3 and if it is able to provide protection 

against oxidation in ambient conditions. The results of a study about how the Al2O3 

affects the photoluminescence of the films are also presented. 

In the last chapter, chapter 6, the general conclusions of the work and the 

perspectives for future work are presented. 

 

1.4 Original contribution 
 

The study presented in chapter 3 gives experimental evidences for the 

simultaneous presence of two emission components in Si NPs with a native oxide shell 

at the surface. One emission is due to the recombination of photogenerated electrons 

and holes in the crystalline core of the Si NPs and another is due to donor-acceptor 

recombination within states associated with the native oxide shell. The study performed 
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on organic-functionalized Si NPs, with and without oxidized surface, also enabled the 

comparison of the role of the surface terminal groups on the photoluminescent 

properties of the Si NPs. Two publications resulted from the work presented in chapter 

3: 

 

➢ “High Quantum Yield Dual Emission from Gas-Phase Grown Crystalline Si 

Nanoparticles” A. M. P. Botas, R. A. S. Ferreira, R. N. Pereira, R. J. Anthony, T. 

Moura, D. J. Rowe and U. Kortshagen, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2014, 118, 10375; 

➢ “Influence of the Surface Termination on the Light Emission of Crystalline Silicon 

Nanoparticles” A. M. P. Botas, R. J. Anthony, J. Wu, D. J. Rowe, N. J. O. Silva, U. 

Kortshagen, R. N. Pereira and R. A. S. Ferreira, Nanotechnology, 2016, 27, 

325703. 

 

The study presented in chapter 4, about the operation of the Si NPs as 

luminescent thermometer, showed experimentally, for the first time, that Si NPs in film 

and in solution may operate in different media as primary thermometers. The work 

resulted in the following publication: 

 

➢ “A New Generation of Primary Luminescent Thermometers Based on Silicon 

Nanoparticles and Operating in Different Media” A. M. P. Botas, C. D. S. Brites, 

J. Wu, U. Kortshagen, R. N. Pereira, L. D. Carlos and R. A. S. Ferreira, Part. Part. 

Syst. Charact., 2016, 33, 740, Cover Highlighted. 

 

The work presented in chapter 5, describes the impact on the 

photoluminescence properties of the infilling of Si NP films with Al2O3 and the protection 

provided against oxidation: 

 

➢ “Preparation and Photoluminescence Study of Silicon Nanoparticles Films Infilled 

with Al2O3 Using Atomic Layer Deposition” A. M. P. Botas, J. P. Leitão, B. P. 

Falcão, M. Wiesinger, F. Eckmann, J. P. Teixeira, H. Wiggers, M. Stutzmann, R. A. 

S. Ferreira, R. N. Pereira, to be submitted. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques 
 

2.1 Methods of silicon nanoparticle synthesis 
 

The Si NPs can be synthesized by several methods. The major goals of these 

methods are to get a high production rate, to produce amounts of material scalable for 

industrial use, and provide high quality of Si NPs.[64] This involves control in terms of the 

size distribution, amount of impurities, surface termination, and crystallinity of the NPs. 

In the following paragraphs, it is presented how the different techniques perform these 

tasks. The approaches of the techniques used to produce Si NPs can be classified as top-

down and bottom-up (Table 2.1).[105] 

In the top-down approaches, the NPs are synthesized by decomposing bulk 

materials (for example a crystalline Si wafer),[106, 107] with a laser[54, 56, 63, 106, 107] or using 

electrochemical techniques.[103, 108] Generally, these top-down techniques present 

limitations like a very broad particle size distribution and a specific lower limit 

concerning the particles size.[105] Other top-down approach consists in isolating 

nanocrystals that were embedded in a matrix using a chemical etching.[46, 69] 

The bottom-up approaches use liquid or gaseous precursor materials in a process 

of nucleation, coagulation, and growth of the NPs.[105] Several techniques use this 

approach to synthesize NPs, such as, for instance, laser pyrolysis of silane.[40, 64, 109] 

Unfortunately, the distribution of particle sizes of this high-temperature process is 

rather wide[14, 23] and a size selection must be performed to have a smaller size 

distribution.[39, 81] Solution-phase synthesis techniques as thermal degradation of Si 

precursors[36, 110] and synthesis in inverse micelles[33, 82] are also used to synthesize Si 

NPs. Despite the fact that some of these techniques allow the synthesis of NPs with a 

narrow size distribution, the separation of the surfactant from the reaction mixture is 

not easy and some purification steps are necessary.[102] 

The techniques that use plasmas to synthesize NPs are an attractive and versatile 

alternative to the above mentioned ones.[70, 111] They use plasmas to decompose the 

precursors (such as silane,[81, 112] silicon tetrachloride[61] or silicon tetrabromide)[79] and 

generate a supersaturated vapour, with subsequent particle formation.[105] The process 

starts with a nucleation step and the particles core grow due to the interaction anion-
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molecule.[102] Thermal plasmas created by direct current arc discharges or nonthermal 

plasmas created by radio-frequency or microwaves can be used and the size of the NPs 

can be controlled by changing parameters such as the precursor concentration, the mass 

flow, and pressure.[105] One of the main disadvantages of the techniques that use plasma 

when compared with techniques such as solution-phase synthesis or electrochemical 

techniques is the need of specialized equipment.[102] 

In the next paragraphs, the nonthermal plasma synthesis will be focused as this 

was the methodology chosen to prepare the NPs for the photoluminescence studies. 

The nonthermal plasma synthesis presents an excellent combination in terms of the 

amount of Si NPs that they can produce and the control over particle size, crystallinity, 

and morphology.[113] Several groups developed their own experimental setups to 

produce Si NPs using nonthermal plasma synthesis.[61, 105, 113] In the next paragraphs, the 

systems developed by two different groups are presented. The first system was been 

developed by Kortshagen group from the University of Minnesota, USA. This system has 

as main advantages the synthesis of Si NPs with a smaller size than that reported by 

other groups[114] and with low concentration of defects.[115] The second system, 

developed by Wiggers group from the Universität Duisburg-Essen, Germany, presents 

one of the highest production rates of Si NPs reported for a nonthermal plasma 

reactor.[105, 113] 
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Table 2.1 Advantages and drawbacks of several methods for synthesis of Si NPs. 

 Method Advantages Drawbacks 
To

p
-d

o
w

n
 a

p
p

ro
ac

h
e

s 

 
Laser 
ablation of 
bulk Si 

Mean size controllable in the 
range 2-100 nm[106] 

Rather wide size 
distribution[106] 

Etching of 
bulk Si 

Simplicity of the equipments[102, 

103] 

 

Shape and mean size 
controllable in the range 1-8 
nm[102, 103, 116] 

Difficulty in the large scale 
production[102] 
 

Rather wide size 
distribution[100, 117] 

 

High safety risk of some of 
the required products 
(HF)[102, 103] 

Breaking 
down Si rich 
oxides 

Mean size controllable in the 
range 2-16 nm[102, 118] 

 

Narrow size distribution[118] 

Difficulty in the large scale 
production[102] 

 

High safety risk of some of 
the required products 
(HF)[102] 

B
o

tt
o

m
-u

p
 a

p
p

ro
ac

h
es

 

 

Reduction of 
silane 
precursors in 
solution 

Several precursors are 
available[82, 102, 110] 

Poor control of size[58, 102] 

 

Difficulty in tunable light 
emission in the entire 
visible spectrum[102] 

Laser 
pyrolyse of a 
gaseous 
precursor 

Si NPs with tunable light 
emission in the entire visible 
spectrum[64, 102] 

 

Hight production rates  
(200 mg.hour−1)[102, 119] 

Use of more specialized  
equipment[102] 

 

Rather wide size 
distribution[14, 23] 

Plasma 
synthesis 
using thermal 
plasma 

Allows the production of few 
grams of Si NPs per hour[105] 

Contamination of the Si NPs 
due to the degradation of 
the electrode material 
when DC arc discharges are 
used[105, 120] 

Plasma 
synthesis 
using 
nonthermal 
plasma 

Size controllable from 2 to tens 
of nm[102, 112] 

 

Reports of  up to 0.72 after 
surface modification[70] 

 

Low agglomeration of the Si NPs 
without adding surfactants[113] 
 

Hight production rates  
(10 g.hour−1)[105] 

Use of more specialized 
equipment[102, 105, 113] 

 
The Kortshagen group developed a reactor (Figure 2.1A and 2.1B) that uses 

radio-frequency and produce NPs (Figure 2.1C) with a core size smaller than 3 nm to a 

few tens of nanometers.[105, 112] The size distribution of the Si NPs is well described by a 
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log-normal distribution (Figure 2.1D and 2.1E).[70] This type of distribution typically 

indicates that coagulation and sintering of particles are important factors in this 

synthesis method.[113] The production rate of the NPs depends on their size. A 

production rate of 14.4 mg.hour-1 for Si NPs with a size of 2-4 nm is reported (52 

mg.hour-1 for larger ones).[112] In terms of process yield an almost complete conversion 

of the silane into Si NPs is reported.[112] With this system, it is possible to control the 

conditions that allow the production of NPs with surface close to 100 % termination with 

Si–H bonds. This is an important fact considering that hydrogen in an excellent 

passivating agent for surface states and also that the hydrogen termination is required 

for the surface modification with organic molecules known as hydrosilylation.[72, 102]  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Photograph (A) and sketch (B) of a nonthermal plasma reactor developed by 
Kortshagen group (adapted).[70] The sketch indicates the region of injection of the 
precursor gases and the region of injection of the secondary gas. TEM image (C) of the 
Si NPs synthesized in the nonthermal plasma reactor[113] and particle size distribution (D 
and E) of two different samples of Si NPs with a log-normal distribution [the mean (μ) 
and the standard derivation (𝜎) values of the distribution are also indicated].[70] 
 
Through a hydrosilylation reaction, it is possible to attach organic molecules to the 

surface of the NPs, which can improve properties as the emission quantum yield to 

values as high as 0.60-0.70.[70] The control of the synthesis conditions also enables the 
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synthesis of Si NPs with extremely low defect content (0.002-0.005 defects per NP for Si 

NPs of 4 nm in size).[115] 

The Wiggers group developed a reactor based on a microwave-induced plasma 

that allows the production of highly pure material with a high production rate (from 0.7 

to 10 g.hour-1) in the form of powder, as shown in Figure 2.2A. The technique produces 

mostly single crystalline particles with soft-agglomeration. A TEM images of soft-

agglomerated Si NPs in shown in Figure 2.2B. Differently from hard-agglomerated Si NPs 

(Figure 2.2C), the points of contact between the NPs of the soft-agglomerates are very 

small.[105] The mean size of the Si NPs can be tuned between 4 and 50 nm by changing 

the experimental conditions.[105] Both experimental setups developed by Kortshagen 

and Wiggers groups allow the n- or p-type doping by adding into the reactor phosphine 

(PH3) or diborane (B2H6), respectively.[31, 105, 121-124] 

 

 
Figure 2.2 A) Photograph of Si NP powder (≈20 mg) synthesized in a nonthermal plasma 
reactor developed by Wiggers group. TEM images of (B) soft- and (C) hard-agglomerated 
Si NPs.[105]  
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Preparation of the samples studied in the thesis  

 
Hydrogen-terminated Si NPs (identified as as-prepared H-terminated Si NPs) 

were synthesized, by Kortshagen group at the University of Minnesota, USA, in a 

nonthermal radiofrequency (13.56 MHz) flow-through plasma reactor, as the one 

presented in Figure 2.1, through the dissociation of injected silane.[72] The system 

consisted of a borosilicate glass tube equipped with two copper ring electrodes used to 

apply the RF power. A mixture of 5 % of silane (SiH4) in He was used as precursor gas at 

a flux of 13 sccm and the carrier gas was Ar at a flux of 35 sccm. The pressure in the 

reactor was kept constant at 1.4 Torr by using an electronically controlled throttle valve. 

Hydrogen gas was injected into the plasma afterglow at a flow of 100 sccm to reduce 

surface dangling bond defects.[115] Hydrogen-terminated Si NPs were collected from the 

plasma as a powder using a mesh. To avoid surface oxidation, the as-grown Si NPs were 

transferred under nitrogen from the synthesis reactor to a nitrogen-purged glovebox 

(oxygen and moisture level below 30 ppm). The Si NPs were afterwards removed from 

the glovebox and kept under ambient conditions for about one month. As know from 

previous investigations,[59, 115] during this time a natural oxide shell of 0.3±0.1 nm 

thickness is formed on the Si NPs surface.[59] The resulting Si NPs are identified as 

oxidized surface Si NPs. The native oxide shell is replaced with hydrogen 

termination,[125] by etching the NPs in an aqueous HF solution (10 % in volume) for three 

minutes followed by rinsing with ethanol. The resulting hydrogen-terminated Si NPs 

(identified as H-terminated Si NPs) were afterwards dispersed in toluene and the 

solution was spin-coated onto a glass substrate, forming a film of randomly distributed 

Si NPs, with which photoluminescence measurements were carried out. These 

procedures were done inside a nitrogen-purged glove box (oxygen below 300 ppm).  

 Hydrogen-terminated Si NPs (identified as Si NPs-H) were synthesized using the 

same procedure described above, but using an Ar flow of 80 sccm. Part of the Si NPs-H 

were functionalized with 1-dodecene under air-free conditions in a hydrosilylation 

reaction, as described by Anthony et al.[72] For this, the Si NPs-H were mixed with a 5:1 

(in volume) solution of mesitylene and 1-dodecene, following ≈2 hours of heating at 488 

K under nitrogen-purged refluxing conditions. After this the Si NPs formed a clear 

colloidal solution. Following functionalization with 1-dodecene the Si NPs (hereafter 
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termed as Si NPs-C12) were dried, redispersed in chloroform, filtered through a 200 nm 

PTFE filter, and dried again. After preparation the Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12 were kept in 

vials that were sealed under nitrogen atmosphere inside a glove box (oxygen below 1 

ppm) to avoid surface oxidation. Part of the Si NPs-C12 were afterward removed from 

the glovebox and kept under ambient conditions for about one month, yielding to the 

formation of a natural oxide shell on the Si NPs surface. The Si NPs-C12 with natural 

oxide shell are identified hereafter as Si NPs-C12-O. Films of Si NPs were prepared by 

drop casting on ISO 8255-1 glass substrates from Normax. For this, solutions of Si NPs-

H and Si NPs-C12 were prepared in toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9 %) and films were cast 

inside a nitrogen purged glovebox (oxygen below 300 ppm) where then were kept until 

the measurements.  

Hydrogen-terminated Si NPs were synthesized through the same procedure used 

for Si NPs-H but using an Ar flow of 100 sccm. After growth, the hydrogen-terminated Si 

NPs were functionalized with 1-dodecene in a thermal hydrosilylation reaction for ≈4 

hours using the same procedure described above for Si NPs-C12. The resulting Si NPs 

are called as-prepared Si NPs-C12. After functionalization, the as-prepared Si NPs-C12 

were suspended in toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) with a concentration of 

4.0 M and kept in a vial that was sealed and maintained in a nitrogen-purged glove box 

(oxygen below 1 ppm). Films of as-prepared Si NPs-C12 were prepared by drop casting 

onto Si wafers (Sieger Wafer) under nitrogen atmosphere (with oxygen level below 0.1 

ppm and moisture below 0.1 ppm). Si NPs with silicon oxide on the surface were 

obtained by air exposure for ≈7 months of two solutions of as-prepared Si NPs-C12 with 

concentrations ≈0.1 M and ≈1.0 M. In average, the interaction of the Si NPs with oxygen 

and water molecules is stronger for the low concentrated solution, because the amount 

of these molecules per Si NP is higher. This yields Si NPs with a larger oxide shell (smaller 

crystalline core) in the lower concentration solution when compared with the more 

concentrated solution. The Si NPs with silicon oxide on the surface resulting from the 

solutions with 1.0 M and 0.1 M are termed as Si NPs-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2, 

respectively. For the photoluminescence measurements, the Si NPs-C12-2 were 

suspended in toluene in a dilute concentration of 0.49 M.  

Free-standing Si NPs in the powder form and with a surface terminated with Si-

H bonds were synthesized from gas phase in a silane plasma by Wiggers group at the 
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Universität Duisburg-Essen, Germany.[126] The mean diameter (d) is 4.9±0.9 nm, 5.5±1.1 

nm and 18±3 nm, determined using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method.[127] 

Considering that the as-grown Si NPs suffered some exposure to ambient conditions that 

leads to the formation of amorphous silicon oxide on the surface of the Si NPs to recover 

a hydrogen-termination of the Si NPs, it was performed an HF wet etching. The NP 

powder is moistened with ethanol and mixed in excess with an aqueous HF solution (10 

% in volume) for 10 min. After the suspension is mixed with chlorobenzene (Sigma-

Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8 %), as the Si NPs become hydrophobic (hydrogen-terminated) 

they are transferred into the chlorobenzene, which is separated from the HF solution 

due to its different density. In a subsequent step, the HF aqueous solution is removed 

from the chlorobenzene suspension by centrifuging (2 min at 5000 rpm). The precipitate 

is then mixed with a fixed volume of chlorobenzene to achieve a cloudy suspension 

containing 1 % in weight of hydrogen-terminated Si NPs. 

Thin films of Si NPs were deposited on Si substrates (CrysTec, 1 cm × 1 cm), 

previously coated with an Au layer with a thickness of 130 nm, using the spray coating 

technique (homemade system) with a distance between the spray needle and the 

substrate (heated at 323 K) in the range 12-14 cm. Films of hydrogen-terminated Si NPs 

were deposited, using the solutions described in the previous paragraph inside a N2-

purged glovebox (oxygen concentration below 0.2 ppm) to avoid reoxidation of the Si 

NPs. Samples labeled in this work as Si NPs (d nm) correspond to films of hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs with the mean diameter d. Films of oxide-terminated Si NPs (air 

exposed, unetched) were also deposited for comparison purposes using the same spray 

system, but using solutions of Si NPs, in which HF wet etching was not performed, in 

ethanol solvent. Immediately before spray deposition, all solutions were ultrasonicated 

in a water bath with a temperature between 278 and 293 K. The spray coating 

deposition yields films with a controlled thickness by applying different numbers of 

spray cycles (each cycle with a spray time of 0.5 s with a time between sprays of 20 s). 

Al2O3 was deposited in a homemade ALD system. Depositions were performed 

at 448 K using alternating pulses of trimethylaluminum (0.2 s) and water (0.5 s), a purge 

time of 45 s, and at a base pressure of 1 mbar. The performance of the system was 

tested for these experimental conditions by measuring the growth rate of the Al2O3 

deposited on a H-terminated Si wafer. For that a growth rate of 1.0 Å per cycle has been 
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obtained, which is in agreement with an ALD process with the growth of one mono layer 

per cycle.[128-130] Samples hereafter labeled as Si NPs (d nm) + Al2O3 correspond to films 

of hydrogen-terminated Si NPs with mean diameter d on which Al2O3 has been 

deposited. 

Table 2.2 presents a list of the samples studied in the thesis. 
 

Table 2.2 Si NP samples studied in the thesis. d is the average diameter of the Si core. 

 Sample 
Surface 

termination 
d (nm) Processed as 

Chapter 3 

as-prepared  
H-terminated Si NPs 

Hydrogen 4.0±0.1 
Film 

oxidized surface Si NPs Silicon oxide 
3.4±0.1 

Suspended in 
ethanol 

H-terminated Si NPs 
Hydrogen 

Film 

Si NPs-H 
2.4±0.1 

Si NPs-C12 1-dodecene 

Si NPs-C12-O 
1-dodecene and 
silicon oxide 

1.7±0.1 

Chapter 4 

as-prepared Si NPs-C12 1-dodecene 2.0±0.2 

Si NPs-C12-1 

1-dodecene and 
silicon oxide 

 

Si NPs-C12-2 
 

 
Suspended in 
toluene 

Chapter 5 

Si NPs (18 nm) Hydrogen 
18±3 

Film 

Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 Aluminium oxide 

Si NPs (5.5 nm) Hydrogen 
5.5±1.1 

Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 Aluminium oxide 

Si NPs (4.9 nm) Hydrogen 
4.9±0.9 

Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 Aluminium oxide 

 

2.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy  
 

Photoluminescence is defined as the spontaneous emission of photons (in an 

energy range between the NIR and the UV) from the excited electronic states, after 

being excited by absorption of photons (in an energy range between the NIR and the 

UV).[45, 131] The emission of photons is the result of the radiative recombinations that 

occur after the excitation. In the next paragraphs, the main radiative transitions in 

semiconductors are briefly described. 
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When radiation reaches a semiconductor material part of the photons with an 

energy 𝐸 can be absorbed leading to the excitation of electrons from the valence band 

to the conduction band if 𝐸 is larger or equal to the energy band gap 𝐸𝑔 (represented as 

i in Figure 2.3). If the energy is larger than the 𝐸𝑔 the electrons are excited to levels at 

energy higher than the bottom of the conduction band. The radiative recombination of 

the electrons from the high energy levels of the conduction band to the valence band (ii 

in Figure 2.3) is not likely to happen, with exception of high pure single crystals. Usually, 

there are other competing processes that lead to the transition from levels of the 

condition band at higher energies to the bottom of the conduction band, as the 

thermalization achieved by phonon emission (iii in Figure 2.3) or less frequently by 

phonon-assisted radiative transitions.[45] After thermalization the electrons at the 

bottom of the conduction band can recombine radiatively to the valence band (iv in 

Figure 2.3).  

The excitation of an electron to the conduction band creates a hole in the valence 

band. The electron and the charge can move independently but due to the Coulomb 

attraction between these two opposite charges, an interacting electron-hole pair can be 

created.[131] This pair is called exciton and can move without contributing to the 

electrical conductivity because of its neutral charge. Using a simple model, the excitons 

can be modeled by a hydrogen atom-like structure. In this model, two types of excitons 

can occur in crystalline materials: the weakly bound excitons (also known as Mott-

Wannier excitons or simply Wannier excitons)[132] and the tightly bound excitons (also 

known as Frenkel excitons).[131] The Frenkel excitons are localized in the vicinity of an 

atomic site and have much smaller radius than the Mott-Wannier excitons.[131] They 

occur in molecular crystals.[48] Wannier excitons have a large radius in comparison to the 

interatomic distances.[131] The Wannier excitons are also called free excitons, as their 

wavefunction is strongly delocalized and they can move freely inside the crystal.[48] The 

Wannier excitons occur mainly in semiconductors.[48] The excitons can recombine (C in 

Figure 2.3), leading to an emission with an energy  

 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑔 − 𝐸𝑏                                                                                                                               (2.1)

         
where 𝐸𝑏 is the binding energy between electron and hole.[131]  
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The existence of defects or impurity atoms, either intentionally (doping) or as 

residual impurities will lead to an attraction of the excitons due to van der Waals 

interactions.[48, 132] The exciton will be then bound to these neutral donor (D0) or 

acceptor (A0).[132] The donor-bound exciton (D in Figure 2.3) an acceptor-bound exciton 

(E in Figure 2.3) can recombine, leading to an emission with an energy   

 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑔 − 𝐸𝑏 − 𝐸𝑏𝑥                                                                                                                   (2.2) 

 
where 𝐸𝑏𝑥 is the binding energy between D0 and exciton or A0 and exciton.[45] 

Other recombinations are the ones between an electron bound to a donor and 

a hole bound to an acceptor (F in Figure 2.3), the recombination between a free electron 

and a neutral acceptor (G in Figure 2.3) and the recombination between a donor and a 

free hole (H in Figure 2.3).[45] The energy of the photon that results from these radiative 

transition is  

 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑔 − 𝐸𝐷 − 𝐸𝐴 +
𝑒2

휀𝑟
                                                                                                          (2.3) 

 
where 𝐸𝐷 and 𝐸𝐴 are the energy levels of the donor and acceptor, respectively, 휀 is the 

dielectric constant, 𝑒 is the electronic charge, and 𝑟 is the average distance between 

donor and acceptor. [45, 133] 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Scheme illustrating radiative transitions in semiconductors (adapted).[45, 134] 

 
The intensity of the emission that results from the radiative transitions is 

dependent on the excitation power (𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐) and, with exception of experiments where 

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐 is varied more than two orders of magnitude and in experiments where the 
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excitation energy is resonant with 𝐸𝑔,[134] follows a power law 𝐼𝑒𝑚~𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑘, with 1 < 𝑘 <

2 for exciton type emissions and 𝑘 < 1 for donor-acceptor type emission.[134-136]  

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a technique used to study the emission and 

excitation spectra of a given sample.[45] A typical experimental layout diagram is shown 

in Figure 2.4. The main elements are the excitation source, that can be a monochromatic 

excitation source as a laser beam or other excitation source with a broad emission range, 

typically a Xe arc lamp, in which the excitation wavelength in selected by using a 

monochromator (the excitation monochromator). The excitation radiation reaches the 

sample and the emitted radiation is collected by a focusing lens and using a second 

monochromator (the emission monochromator) the photons with a selected 

wavelength can be collected to the detector.[131] 

The result of the measurement is a spectrum. If the excitation wavelength was 

fixed and the emitted light intensity is measured at different wavelengths by scanning 

the emission monochromator the result is an emission spectrum. If the emission 

monochromator is fixed to a certain emission wavelength and the emitted light intensity 

is measured while the excitation wavelength is scanned for several excitation 

wavelengths, the result is an excitation spectra.[131] 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of a spectrofluorometer used in the present studies 
(adapted).[137] 
 

The photoluminescence measurements can be performed in two distinct modes: 

steady-state mode (also known as stationary optical excitation) and time-resolved 

mode. In the stationary mode the excitation and the measurement of the spectrum are 

performed at the same time, as there is a continuous excitation. In the time-resolved 

mode the measurements are performed using a pulsed excitation source, which allow a 

time delay, called starting delay (SD), between the end of the excitation and the 

beginning of the emission measurement.[131] Time-resolved mode allows the study of 

the decay kinetics responsible for the emission and the determination of the 

experimental lifetime of the excited emitting state, as the emission decay curve can be 

measured. 

The photoluminescence measurements reported in chapter 3 were carried out 

at 12 K and at room temperature using a Fluorolog-3 modular double grating excitation 

spectrofluorometer with a TRIAX 320 emission monochromator from Horiba Scientific, 

coupled to a R928 photomultiplier from Hamamatsu, using a 450 W Xe arc lamp as 

excitation source (Figure 2.5). Emission spectra (acquired using front-face and right-
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angle modes for sample in film and solution, respectively) were corrected for the 

spectral response of the monochromators and detector using the correction spectrum 

provided by the manufacturer. The excitation spectra intensity (𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐) was corrected for 

the spectral distribution of the lamp intensity (R) recorded using a photodiode reference 

detector, yielding to the corrected spectra intensity (𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐/R). In the case of the Si NPs-H 

the low relative intensity values between 240-280 nm, lead to an artificial increase of 

the corrected spectra intensity.  

The excitation irradiance was quantified using a Field MaxII-TOP power meter 

from Coherent, coupled to a OP-2 VIS high-sensitivity Si photodiode optical sensor from 

Coherent (diameter of 710−3 m), yielding average irradiance values of 0.5 W.m−2 in the 

excitation wavelength range (365-525 nm), ensuring that overexcitation artifacts can be 

neglected in the low-temperature measurements.[138] The time-resolved emission 

spectra and emission decay curves were acquired with the same instrumentation using 

a pulsed Xe–Hg lamp (6 s pulse at half width and 20–30 s tail). The films were 

measured in vacuum (10−6 Pa), inside a helium-closed cycle cryostat. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Photographs of (A) the Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer and of (B) the helium-
closed cycle cryostat used to perform the photoluminescence measurements. The 
number identify the main elements of the spectrofluorometer: (1) excitation source, (2) 
excitation monochromator; (3) sample compartment; (4) emission monochromator and 
(5) detector. 
 

The emission spectra reported in chapter 4, of as-prepared Si NPs-C12, Si NPs-

C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2 in film were recorded under vacuum (13-480 K) and in air with 

the Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer. The nominal spectral dispersion of the 
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spectrofluorometer is 2.64 nm.mm−1, yielding a spectral resolution of 210−3 eV (slits 

width of 0.1 mm) in the visible range. The temperature was varied using a helium-closed 

cycle cryostat, a vacuum system (410−4 Pa), and a Lakeshore 330 auto-tuning 

temperature controller from Lakeshore, with a resistance heater. All the measurements 

began at least 300 s after temperature indicated in the temperature controller remained 

constant, thus ensuring the samples thermalization and constant temperature during 

the measurement.  

Emission spectra of the Si NPs (in solution and in film) were measured in air and 

under nitrogen atmosphere (inside a glove box at 400 Pa with oxygen concentration 

below 14 ppm and moisture below 27 ppm) using a Maya2000 Pro portable 

spectrometer from Ocean Optics and a LED light as the excitation source. The 

temperature was varied using a Kapton thermofoil heater from Minco, mounted in a Cu 

holder and coupled to a IES-RD31 temperature controller. The temperature was 

measured using a K-type thermocouple from VWR, with accuracy of 0.1 K, enabling the 

determination of the real temperature surrounding the Si NPs. In the solutions, the 

thermocouple was immersed in Quartz Suprasil cuvette from Hellma Analytics, whereas 

in the film samples was placed in direct contact with the films substrate. All the 

measurements began at least 300 s after the thermocouple temperature readout 

remained constant, thus ensuring the samples thermalization and the collection of each 

spectrum at a constant temperature.  

Photoluminescence measurements reported in chapter 5 were performed with 

a Vertex 80v Fourier transform infrared spectrometer from Bruker, equipped with 

InGaAs and Si detectors. The emission spectra were corrected for the response of the 

detectors. During the measurements the samples were kept at 8 K using a helium gas 

flow cryostat. The 457.9 nm line of an 85-BLS-305 diode-pumped solid-state laser from 

Melles-Griot was used as the excitation source (laser spot diameter is ≈2 mm), with the 

power being varied using neutral density filters from Edmund Optics. For each 

measurement the excitation power was measured at the front of the spectrometer 

entrance window with a Model 842-PE optical power meter from Newport.  

The hyperspectral microscopy images were performed using a BX51 brightfield 

microscope from Olympus (10× objective), in the reflection mode, equipped with a 

Retiga 4000R digital CCD camera from QImaging used to capture the microphotographs 
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(exposure time of 20 ms) of the films under illumination of white light of a DC‐950 DC 

regulated illuminator from Fiber‐Lite. The microscope is also equipped with a 

hyperspectral imaging system from CytoViva that includes a IPX‐2M30 digital camera 

from Imperx coupled to a V10E 2/3″ spectrograph from Specin (30 μm slit, nominal 

spectral range of 400–1000 nm, and nominal spectral resolution of 2.73 nm), used to 

perform the hyperspectral microscopy in bright field reflection mode under UV 

illumination from a LLS‐365 LED light from Ocean Optics (emission at 365 ± 25 nm). The 

hyperspectral scanning is vertical and each image results from 696 lines (20 s per line) 

and each pixel field‐of‐view on the hyperspectral images corresponds to 1.3 × 1.3 μm2 

on the sample plane. The spectral angle mapper (SAM) classification was performed 

using the ENVI 4.8 software, after applying the Savitski–Golay curve fit smoothing (width 

33 and degree 2) in order to reduce the spectra noise. 

 

2.3 Absolute emission quantum yield 
 

The photoluminescence can be quantified by the emission quantum yield, which 

is a direct measure of the conversion of absorbed photons into emitted photons,[139] and 

is defined as 

 

𝜂 =
𝑁𝑒𝑚
𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠

=
∫

𝜆
ℎ𝑐
[𝐼𝑒𝑚
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝜆) − 𝐼𝑒𝑚

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝜆)]
𝜆2
𝜆1

𝑑𝜆

∫
𝜆
ℎ𝑐

𝜆4

𝜆3
[𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝜆) − 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝜆)]𝑑𝜆
                                                        (2.4) 

 
where 𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠 and 𝑁𝑒𝑚 are the number of photons absorbed and emitted by a sample, 

respectively, ℎ is the Planck’s constant, 𝑐 is the speed of the light in vacuum, 𝐼𝑒𝑚
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 and 

𝐼𝑒𝑚
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

 are the emission intensities of the measured with and without a sample 

respectively, in the emission spectra wavelength interval [1,2] and 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 and 

𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

 are the integrated intensities of the excitation radiation measured with and 

without a sample respectively, in the excitation wavelength interval [3,4].[140] The  

measurements can be classified as absolute or relative measurements.[139] The main 

difference between these two types of measurements is that relative measurements are 

performed with conventional spectrofluorometer, which can only detect a certain 

fraction of the emitted light, so relative measurements require a standard with known 
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 and optical properties, namely energy ranges of absorption and emission, closely 

matching those of the sample that is being studied, and the measurement is performed 

by comparing the integral emission spectra of the sample and the standard obtained 

under identical measurement conditions.[141] The absolute measurements do not need 

quantum yield standards[139] and are obtained using an integrating sphere, as the one 

shown in Figure 2.6. This allows to detect all the light emitted from the excited sample, 

and so the  can be determined by measuring the number of emitted photons and the 

number of absorbed photons. The number of absorbed photons is determined by the 

difference between the number of photons, with an energy corresponding to the 

excitation wavelength, measured with the sample inside the integrating sphere and 

measured with a blank in the sample position.[139] 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Photograph of the integrating sphere and setup used to measure the absolute 
emission quantum yield.  
 

The absolute emission quantum yield measurements were performed at room 

temperature using the C9920-02 setup from Hamamatsu with a 150 W Xe lamp coupled 

to a monochromator for wavelength discrimination, an integration sphere as sample 

chamber and a multichannel analyzer for signal detection. Three measurements were 

made for each sample and the average values obtained are reported with accuracy 

within 10 % according to the manufacturer. The measurements were performed, under 

ambient conditions, immediately after removing the samples from the cryostat used to 

perform the photoluminescence measurements. 
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2.4 Structural characterization techniques  
 

2.4.1 X-ray diffraction 

 
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an experimental technique that allows the 

determination of physical characteristics of the materials, such as the average crystallite 

size. The technique is based on the interaction between the X-ray beam incident on the 

sample and the atoms of the sample.[142] When a X-ray beam incides on a crystalline 

sample it is diffracted by the crystal planes. Depending on the atomic arrangement, 

there will be a constructive interference between the scattered rays.[142] The conditions 

for the constructive interference are described by the Bragg law  

 

2𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆                                                                                                                           (2.5)

           
where 𝑑𝑝 is the spacing between diffracting planes, 𝜃 is the incident angle, 𝑛 is an 

integer number and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the X-ray.[3, 142] 

In a diffraction experiment, it is called powder to a sample that consists of a large 

number of small randomly oriented crystallites.[142] If the number of crystallites is 

sufficiently large, there will be enough crystallites in any diffracting orientation to give 

reproducible diffraction patterns.[142] The crystallite size (𝐿) by using the Sherrer 

equation  

 

𝐿 =
𝐾𝜆

fwhm 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                                                                                                                        (2.6) 

 
where fwhm is the full-width-at-half-maximum of the diffraction peak in radians, and 𝐾 

is a constant in the order of unity,[143] being 0.9 a good approximation.[144]  

Figure 2.7 illustrates one of the setups that can be used to perform XRD 

measurements. The setup is formed by an X-ray source, a sample holder, and a detector. 

Between the source and the sample there are primary optics as the Soller slits that 

correct the angular divergence and the divergence slit that controls the beam spread. 

Between the sample and the detector there is the secondary optics as the anti-scatter 

slit that changes the geometry of the system, the Soller slit that limits the beam height 

and the Beta-filter that filters Kβ rays and white radiation.[145]    
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of the setup used to the XRD measurements (adapted).[146] 

 

Rietveld refinement allow to interpret XRD data. The method is based on the 

calculation of a profile using a model that is fitted until it matches with the measured 

profile, using a least squares refinement.[142] Among others, the Rietveld method can 

adjust parameters as the lattice parameters, atomic positions, preferred orientation, 

background function and overall scale factor. The method requires as input information 

initial values of the adjusted parameters, step-scan data in equal increments, the 

starting and ending values of 2𝜃, and the wavelength of the X-ray.[142] The evaluation of 

the quality of the fit and the determination of when the refinement can be stopped can 

be performed by checking the R-values, which are useful to communicate and compare 

results.[142, 147] Despite that, the best way to evaluate the success of the refinement is 

the comparison between the calculated and the measured diffraction patterns together 

with the evaluation of the chemical/physical plausibility of the parameters that were 

determined.[142]   

The H-terminated Si NPs XRD pattern was recorded using an AXS 

microdiffractometer from Bruker, with a 2.2 kW sealed Cu X-ray source. The sample 

consisted of a glass covered with Si NPs and was prepared by firmly pressing the glass 

substrate onto the Si NP powder. The XRD patterns of Si NPs-H and as-prepared Si NPs-

C12 were recorded using a D8 Discover from Bruker, equipped with a CoKα (1.79 Å) 

radiation source. The XRD patterns of Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O were recorded using 

an AXS microdiffractometer from Bruker and an Empyrean powder X-ray diffractometer 

from Panalytical, respectively. The samples were exposed to CuKα radiation (1.54 Å) at 
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room temperature. For the XRD measurements, the Si NP powder was firmly pressed 

onto a Si sample holder form VDL Enabling Technologies Group, under ambient 

conditions. The XRD patterns of Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12 were recorded with integration 

times of 300 s (to prevent oxidation) and the XRD pattern of Si NPs-C12-O was recorded 

with integration time of 12 hours.  

Rietveld refinements used in the analysis of the XRD data were performed using 

the FullProf package.[148] The size effects were treated with the integral breadth method 

considering a Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt convoluted with axial divergence 

asymmetry function to describe the peak shape. The contribution of the instrument to 

the peaks broadening was determined by the refinement of the XRD pattern of a LaB6 

standard sample (NIST ref. 660a). The contribution of the finite size of the NP crystallites 

to the peaks broadening was taken into account by an isotropic model yielding an 

apparent average size. The background was modelled using polynomials of degree five 

(for samples Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O) and six (for sample as-prepared Si 

NPs-C12). The quality of the refinement was evaluated by calculating the profile value 

(Rp), weighted profile R-factor (Rwp), expected R-factor (Rexp), and Chi-squared (2).[149]  

 

2.4.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

 
The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a characterization 

technique that can be used to identify functional groups in a molecule based on its 

vibrational modes at different infrared frequencies.[150] The measurements are 

performed using a FTIR spectrometer that is based in a Michelson interferometer (Figure 

2.8). The interferometer is formed by a fixed mirror, a moving mirror, and a beam 

splitter. An infrared beam reaches the beam splitter, it is divided into a beam that goes 

to the fixed mirror and other beam that goes to the moving mirror. The beams are 

reflected by each of these mirrors and come back to the beam splitter, where they 

combine into a new beam that passes through the sample and reaches the detector. The 

combination of the two beams produces a pattern that is called interferogram.  

The interferogram is composed by a sum of all the interference patterns created 

by each wavelength in the beam, as a function of the optical path difference. The 

intensity as a function of the optical path can be considered as a function in the time 
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domain, as the optical path depends on the positions of the moving mirror that is time 

dependent. The Fourier transformation from the time (𝑡) domain to frequency (𝜈) 

domain is obtained from 

 

𝐹(𝜈) =
1

√2𝜋
∫ 𝑓(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖𝜈𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

                                                                                                (2.7) 

 
The Fourier transformation of the interferogram allows to convert the intensity versus 

optical path difference to intensity versus wavenumber (𝜈),[131, 151] because 𝜈 is related 

with the frequency by the equation 

 

𝜈 =
𝜈

𝑐
=
1

𝜆
=
𝐸

ℎ𝑐
                                                                                                                        (2.8) 

 
where 𝐸 is the photon energy.[131] 

 

 
Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of a setup used to the FTIR measurements that uses a 
Michelson interferometer. 
 
The vertical axis in the FTIR spectrum is often presented by transmittance (𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡)   

 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡 (𝜈) =
𝐼(𝜈)

𝐼0(𝜈)
                                                                                                                (2.9) 
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where 𝐼(𝜈) is the intensity transmitted by the sample and 𝐼0 is the intensity incident on 

the sample.[131, 151] The absorbance (𝐴) can be calculated form the 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡 using[152] 

 
𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡)                                                                                                          (2.10)
         

The FTIR spectroscopy measurements presented in chapter 3 were performed 

with a nitrogen-purged Nicolet Series II Magna-IR System 750 equipped with a glowbar 

light source, a KBr beam splitter, and a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. All spectra 

were recorded in diffuse reflection mode at room temperature with a resolution of 2 

cm−1 and averaged over 1000 scans. The samples consisted of an Au-coated Si wafer, 

covered with Si NPs. These were prepared inside a glove box by firmly pressing the 

respective substrates onto the Si NP powder. The samples transfer from the glovebox to 

the spectrometer was carried out using a gas-tight chamber that was sealed inside the 

glovebox. Once the chamber was opened, the samples were immediately introduced in 

the spectrometer and the measurements were started. A bare Au-coated Si wafer was 

used to measure the background reference. 

The FTIR spectroscopy measurements presented in chapter 5 were performed 

under vacuum (2 Pa) with a Vertex 70v spectrometer from Bruker Optics equipped with 

a glowbar light source and recorded in reflection mode with a resolution of 1 cm−1 and 

300 scans. In the used measurement configuration, the incident radiation crosses the 

sample film and is reflected by the underneath Au layer following a second transmission 

across film and goes to the detector, which corresponds to a measurement of the 

intensity (𝐼) after the incident radiation crosses the sample two times. The transmission 

(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠) in a given sample was determined from  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 =
𝐼

𝐼0
, where 𝐼0 is the intensity 

measured in the same configuration for a reference sample, made of a Si wafer coated 

with an Au layer with a thickness of 130 nm. The corresponding absorption (𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟) was 

determined from 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠). The area of the different FTIR bands was 

estimated by integration after performing a linear baseline correction in the wavelength 

range of the integration. 
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2.4.3 Raman spectroscopy 

 
Similarly to FTIR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy can provide information on 

chemical structures and physical forms and identify substances from the characteristic 

spectral patterns.[153] In this technique, monochromatic radiation (usually from a laser) 

is used to irradiate a sample. After reaching the sample, part of the radiation is scattered 

in an elastic process (Rayleigh scattering) that results in radiation with the same 

wavelength than that of the incident one, and a small percentage of the radiation is 

scattered in an inelastic process (Raman scattering) that results in radiation with a 

wavelength different from that of the incident one. In Rayleigh and Raman scattering 

processes, an electron is excited due to the incident radiation from the ground level to 

a short-lived state called “virtual state”, because the incident radiation does not match 

the energy difference between the ground state and the excited states, and so only 

distorts (polarizes) the cloud of electrons. The electron excited from the ground level to 

the “virtual state” can fall to the original ground level resulting in the scattering of 

radiation with the same energy (Rayleigh scattering) or to a vibrational level of the 

ground level, which results in radiation with lower energy (Stokes Raman scattering). 

Other possibility is the electron being excited from a vibrational level of the ground level 

to a “virtual state” and then falls to the ground level, which lead to radiation scattered 

with higher energy (anti-Stokes Raman scattering).[154] 

A Raman spectrum consists in scattered intensity plotted vs. wavenumber. In 

order to get a representation of the Raman spectra independent of the excitation 

wavelength the scattered intensity is represented as a function of the Raman shift 

 

𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝜆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑) =
1

𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
−

1

𝜆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑
                                                      (2.11) 

 
where 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 and 𝜆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 are the wavelengths of the incident and scattered 

photons.[154] 

Raman scattering measurements were performed in backscattering 

configuration in a Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR 800 spectrometer equipped with a Peltier-

cooled (203 K) CCD detector and using a 50× long focal distance objective (0.5 numerical 

aperture), which resulted in a probing spot radius of ≈0.7 µm. The measurements were 
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done with the 532 nm line of a diode-pumped solid-state laser (Laser Quantum) at a 

lower power density (<103 W cm−2). 

 

2.4.4 Brunauer-Emmet-Teller method 

 
 The Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method is a gas adsorption spectroscopy 

technique that can be used to determine the mean diameter of NPs.[127, 155] The 

adsorption is described through an isotherm, which is a model that describes the volume 

of adsorbate gas on the adsorbent surface as a function of the gas pressure at constant 

temperature. This expression is[127] 

 
𝑃

𝑉𝑎𝑑(𝑃0 − 𝑃)
=
𝐶 − 1

𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝐶

𝑃

𝑃0
+

1

𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝐶
                                                                                (2.12) 

 
where 𝑃 is the equilibrium pressure and 𝑃0 is the saturation pressure. 𝑃0 is defined as 

the pressure at which no further gas is adsorbed to the surface upon increasing 𝑃. The 

parameter 𝑉𝑎𝑑 is is the volume of gas adsorbed and 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 is the volume of gas forming 

a monolayer on the surface. 𝐶 is the BET constant 

 

𝐶 = 𝑒
−
𝐸𝑋−𝐸𝐿
𝑅𝑔𝑇                                                                                                                             (2.13) 

 
where, 𝐸𝑋 is the adsorption energy for the first monolayer, 𝐸𝐿 is the adsorption energy 

for the other layers, 𝑅𝑔 is the gas constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature. In the application 

of the BET method, the 𝑉𝑎𝑑 is measured as a function of 𝑃, and 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 and 𝐶 are obtained 

by modelling the experimental data with the Equation (2.12), in a pressure range 0.05 <

 
𝑃

𝑃0
< 0.35, where the plot of 

𝑃

𝑉𝑎𝑑(𝑃0−𝑃)
 as a function of 

𝑃

𝑃0
 is approximately linear.[127] The 

surface area (𝑆) of the sample is given by 

 
𝑆 = 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑁𝐴Φ                                                                                                                       (2.14)  
       
where 𝑁𝐴 is the Avogadro constant and Φ is the adsorption cross section of the gas 

molecules. For spherical particles the average mean diameter (𝑑) can be calculated 

from[155] 
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𝑑 =
6𝑚

𝜌𝑆
                                                                                                                                    (2.15) 

 
where 𝑚 is the mass of the sample and 𝜌 is the mass density. 

Measurements with the BET method were performed by Wiggers group at the 

Universität Duisburg-Essen, Germany, using nitrogen gas at 77.4 K with an adsorption 

cross section of the gas molecules of 16.2×10−16 cm2. 

 

2.4.5 Electron microscopy 

 
Electron microscopy uses a beam of electrons to create an image of the sample 

that is being studied. The main advantage of the electron microscopy when compared 

with the optical microscopy, which uses photons to create the image, is that electrons 

have a smaller wavelength than that of the photons used in the optical microscopy 

(≈300-700 nm), allowing measurements with a much larger spatial resolution.[156] For 

example, electrons emitted into vacuum from heated filament and accelerated through 

a potential difference of 50 V, have a velocity of 4.2×106 m/s and their wavelength is 

0.17 nm.[156] For an optical microscope the best possible spatial resolution is ≈0.3 µm 

(for a wavelength of 500 nm), but a modern transmission electron microscope has 

resolution below 0.2 nm and a scanning electron microscope can provide resolution 

between 1 and 10 nm.[156]   

Two types of electron microscopy can be distinguished, the TEM, which uses the 

electrons that reach the sample (primary beam) and that are transmitted through the 

sample, and the SEM, which detects electrons that are emitted from the surface 

(secondary electrons) due to excitation by the primary electron beam.  

Both SEM and TEM equipments are formed by an electron gun, which is the 

source of the primary electrons, condenser lens, which focus the electrons onto the 

sample using a magnetic field, and an objective system.[156] SEM contains scanning coils 

to deflect the electron beam allowing to scan the surface of the sample and detector 

that converts the secondary electrons into light allowing to get an image.[156] TEM 

contains projector lens that allow to produce a direct image or diffraction pattern on a 

phosphor screen that emits light under electron bombardment.[156]   
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SEM images of films were obtained in this thesis using a microscope NVision 40 

from Zeiss. TEM images of Si NPs deposited onto ultrathin carbon on Au grids were 

acquired with a FEI Titan aberration-corrected microscope. 

 

2.4.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique used to investigate the 

chemical composition of surfaces. In an XPS measurement, the sample is irradiated by a 

X-ray beam that interacts with the atoms in the surface region.[157, 158] Due to the 

photoelectric effect, this leads to the emission of electrons with an kinetic energy (𝐾𝐸) 

 
𝐾𝐸 = ℎ𝜈 − 𝐵𝐸 −𝑊                                                                                                              (2.16)
          
where 𝐵𝐸 is the binding energy of the atomic orbital from which the electron originates, 

and 𝑊 is the spectrometer work function.[157-159] The binding energy corresponds to the 

energy difference between the initial and final sates after the photoelectron has left the 

atom.[157] Each element has a unique set of binding energies, allowing the XPS to be used 

to identify and determine the concentration of the elements in the sample surface 

(typically in a depth between 0 and 10 nm).[158, 159]  

An XPS setup is composed by an X-ray source, an energy analyzer, and a 

detection system. The energy analyzer is a concentric hemispherical analyzer also called 

hemispherical sector analyzer, whose function is to select the electrons with a specific 

energy.[159] Considering that the environment in which the measurement is performed 

needs to assure that the photoelectron emission is not affected by any external 

electrostatic or magnetic fields, allowing the maximum number of photoelectrons to 

reach the detector, and to avoid contamination of the surface, the measurements are 

performed in ultra-high vacuum (pressure below 10−9 mbar).[159] 

XPS measurements presented in chapter 5 were performed with a FlexMod XPS 

setup from SPECS equipped with a monochromatized XR50 X-ray source, Al Kα radiation 

(1486.71 eV), and a Phoibos 150 hemispherical analyzer from SPECS, plus an electron 

beam heating element. The pressure was maintained at 2×10−10 mbar during the 

measurements. 
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2.4.7 Secondary ion mass spectrometry   

 
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a mass spectrometric technique that 

is based on bombarding the surface of a solid sample with ions (primary ions). SIMS 

provides information about the composition of the surface by analyzing the emitted 

secondary ions. This destructive technique can be used to detect all elements and is 

particularly advantageous due to its sensitivity (for example Si can be detected in a 

concentration of ≈0.4 ppb) and depth resolution (from 2 to 30 nm).[160, 161] Two different 

modes can be used in SIMS, the static SIMS, which examines the elemental and 

molecular distribution present over the outmost monolayer of the material surface, and 

the dynamic SIMS, which examines the elemental and molecular distribution as a 

function of the depth by using ions with enough density to remove more than the 

surface monolayer.[160, 161] 

The basic components of a setup for SIMS measurements are an ion gun 

generating the primary ion beam (such as Cs+, O2
+, O−), a mass filter that separates the 

ions according their mass to charge ratio, and a detector.[160, 161] In order to allow the 

ions to move freely in the chamber and to reduce the adsorption of residual gas species 

on the sample surface, the measurements are performed in ultra-high vacuum.[161] 

Secondary ion mass spectrometry presented in chapter 5 was performed by 

Probion Analysis for the elements C, O, Al, Si and Au, in an analyzed region with a 

diameter of 60 µm, using Cs+ primary ions with impact energy of 2.5 keV. 
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Chapter 3. Surface dependence of the 
photoluminescence properties[162, 163] 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Previous studies,[39, 40] explain the photoluminescence properties of Si NPs 

based on the quantum confinement model that does not take into account the 

possibility of co-existence of an excitonic-related emission and of an emission 

associated with surface/interface states. Moreover, little has been established about 

the effect of inter-NP interactions (e.g. inter-NP energy/charge transfer) on the 

photoluminescence properties of Si NP ensembles. Because of that, the emission of Si 

NPs with the same diameter but distinct surface terminations are studied using 

photoluminescence spectroscopy in steady-state and time-resolved modes. 

Experimental evidences for the simultaneous contribution of two recombination 

mechanisms to the photoemission of Si NPs with silicon oxide shell are given. The role 

of the inter-NP charge transfer on the light emission is also studied. It is found that an 

increase in the inter-NP separation towards non-interacting Si NPs leads to an 

enhancement of the emission quantum yield, which is rationalized in terms of 

competition between radiative recombination and nonradiative inter-NP charge 

transfer.  

 The light emission properties of organic-functionalized Si NPs will also be 

studied to discuss the role of the surface on the photoluminescent properties. Despite 

the advantageous properties of the organic-functionalized Si NPs, such as the higher 

emission quantum yield when compared to, for example, hydrogen-terminated and Si 

NPs with an oxide shell at the surface with the same size (as shown in Table 1.1, section 

1.1), the way how the surface termination determines intra- and inter-NP interactions 

and how the optical properties are affected by these interactions is still not clear. In 

order to study these interactions, the light emission properties of hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs and Si NPs functionalized with organic groups (1-dodecene) with the 

same size are studied through photoluminescence spectroscopy in time-resolved and 

steady-state modes as well as by quantum yield measurements. The goal is to elucidate 
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the role of the surface conditions on the dynamics of photoexcited charges and on the 

recombination processes concurrent with light emission. Moreover, from the 

photoluminescence temperature dependence, the role of thermally-activated 

processes in the effective recombination of photogenerated charges is discussed. It is 

demonstrated that despite the fact that most of the works consider that 

functionalization affects the luminescence by changing the passivation properties of 

individual NPs (e.g. functionalization eliminates surface nonradiative defects), it is 

shown that the surface functionalization changes the photoluminescence properties 

also by changing the inter-NP exciton transfer. 

 

3.2 Results and discussion 
 

3.2.1 Structural characterization   

 
The XRD pattern of the as-prepared H-terminated Si NPs is shown in Figure 

3.1A. In the diffractogram, the most intense reflections appear ≈28.5°, 47.7°, and 56.6°, 

corresponding to (111), (220) and (311) Si crystal planes, respectively.[18, 164] From the 

first peak the mean diameter of the NPs was estimated to be 4.0±0.1 nm using the 

Scherrer equation, presented in section 2.4.1, Equation (2.6). The obtained diameter 

is in good agreement with values estimated by TEM, as shown in the inset of Figure 

3.1A. 

The FTIR spectra of the as-prepared H-terminated Si NPs (Figure 3.1B) show 

the bands at 866 and 908 cm−1 associated with deformation modes of Si-Si-H3 and 

scissor and wag modes of Si2-Si-H2
[165] and the band ≈2100 cm−1 attributed to Si-H 

stretching vibrations of Si3-Si-H, Si2-Si-H2, and Si-Si-H3 surface hydride groups.[59] The 

spectra suggest minute contamination with Si-O-Si bonds, as shown from the low 

intensity of the band between 1050-1150 cm−1 ascribed to Si-O-Si bonds,[59, 115] in good 

agreement with the idea that as-prepared H-terminated Si NPs are terminated with 

Si-H bonds. The FTIR spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs, that kept under ambient 

conditions for about one month, show a band in the region 1050-1150 cm-1 due to Si-

O-Si bonds (stretching) and a band at 2255 cm-1 due to O3-Si-H bonds (stretching), both 

from the surface oxide, and band with a lower relative intensity due to Si4-X-Si-HX (X = 
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1, 2, 3) hydrides, as it is typically observed for Si NPs with a fully developed native oxide 

shell.[59, 115] This is in good agreement with the development of a native oxide shell on 

the Si NPs surface. Previous investigations performed on Si NPs with 5.5±0.1 nm under 

ambient conditions for the same period of time, found a native oxide shell thickness of 

0.3±0.1 nm.[59] Thus, after air exposure, the Si NPs have a mean diameter of 3.4±0.1 

nm and a surface shell of native silicon oxide.  

 

 
Figure 3.1 A) XRD pattern and TEM image (inset) of as-prepared H-terminated Si NPs 
before exposure to ambient conditions. B) FTIR spectra recorded for as-prepared H-
terminated Si NPs (red line), oxidized surface Si NPs (blue line) and H-terminated Si 
NPs (green line). 
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After etching the oxidized surface Si NPs with HF solution (sample identified as 

H-terminated Si NPs), the band attributed to Si-O-Si is not observed in the FTIR 

spectrum (Figure 3.1B). Instead it is possible to observe the Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 and Si4-X-

Si-HX (X = 1, 2, 3) signals, which indicates that the HF etching leads to hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs. 

The XRD diffraction patterns were measured for Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12 and Si 

NPs-C12-O. These are shown in Figure 3.2A. In the diffractogram of Si NPs-H the most 

intense reflections appear at ≈33.0°, 55.5°, and 66.2°, and in the diffractograms of Si 

NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O these appear at ≈28.4°, 47.4°, and 56.1°, corresponding to 

(111), (220) and (311) Si crystal planes, respectively.[18, 164] The difference in the 

position of the reflections is due to the difference in the wavelength of the used 

radiation sources. The peaks are clearly broadened with respect to bulk Si, as expected 

for samples composed of NPs. The average apparent diameter of the Si crystallites is 

2.4±0.1 nm (Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12) and 1.7±0.1 nm (Si NPs-C12-O). The size-

reduction upon air exposure points out that a native oxide shell with a thickness of 

≈0.4 nm was grown on the Si NPs-C12-O. 

The FTIR spectra of Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12, and Si NPs-C12-O were measured in 

order to evaluate the surface termination of the Si NPs (Figure 3.2B). The spectrum of 

Si NPs-H reveals bands characteristic of hydrogen termination in the 830-950 cm−1 

region, associated with deformation modes of Si-Si-H3 and scissor and wag modes of 

Si2-Si-H2,[165] and at 2000-2150 cm−1 with three components located at 2095, 2113 and 

2135 cm−1, attributed to Si-H stretching vibrations of Si3-Si-H, Si2-Si-H2, and Si-Si-H3 

surface hydride groups, respectively.[59] Relatively weaker bands characteristic of the 

Si-H stretching vibration modes are also observed in the FTIR spectra of Si NPs-C12 and 

Si NPs-C12-O, which is dominated by bands due to CH2/CH3 stretching and deformation 

modes in the regions 2800-3000 and 1420-1490 cm−1, respectively.[70] It is noted that 

in the spectra of Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O, the absence of the peaks at ≈3080 cm−1 

(assigned to =C_H stretching modes), at ≈1640 cm−1 (assigned to C=C stretching 

modes), and at 997 and 912 cm−1 (assigned to CH=CH2 out of plane bending mode), 

indicating the successfully bonding of the 1-dodecene to the Si NPs surface.[70] The 

spectrum of Si NPs-C12-O also displays a band within 1000-1250 cm−1 attributed to Si-

O-Si bonds, in good agreement with the formation of a native oxide shell.[59] 
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Figure 3.2 A) XRD patterns of Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O. Continuous (red) 
line corresponds to Rietveld refinement of Si phase (Si NPs-H: Rp=33.1 %, Rwp=40.6 %, 

Rexp=22.6 % and 2=3.22; Si NPs-C12: Rp=30.8 %, Rwp=37.2 %, Rexp=22.5 % and 2=2.73; 

Si NPs-C12-O: Rp=15.3 %, Rwp=14.1 %, Rexp=5.94 % and 2=5.67). Vertical (green) lines 
represent the position of allowed Bragg peaks, while (blue) lines represent the fit 
residues. B) FTIR spectra recorded for Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O. The inset 
shows a magnification of the region within 2000-2200 cm−1. 
 

3.2.2 Photoluminescence properties 

 

Oxidized surface and hydrogen-terminated silicon nanoparticles  

 
The emission spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs were recorded at different 

excitation wavelengths at 12 K and at room temperature and are shown in Figure 3.3A 
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and B, respectively. The room temperature emission spectra, excited between 300 and 

410 nm, display a broad emission in the red spectral region, peaking at ≈808 nm (1.54 

eV) and with a fwhm of ≈250 meV (Figure 3.3B). Increasing the excitation wavelength 

to 520 nm, the emission spectrum shifts to the red by ≈8 meV (Figure 3.3B).  

 

 
Figure 3.3 Emission spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs excited between 275 and 
525 nm and measured at (A) 12 K and (B) 300 K and of the H-terminated Si NPs 
recorded at (C) 12 K and (D) 300 K, as well as of the (E) oxidized surface Si NPs in 
solution measured at 300 K.  
 

The room temperature excitation spectra were monitored in the low- and high-

wavelength side of the emission spectrum (700 and 800 nm, respectively) revealing a 

similar broad band spanning the 260-590 nm spectral region (Figure 3.4B). The low 
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temperature emission spectra excited within 300-420 nm resemble those acquired at 

room temperature, whereas for lower excitation wavelengths (250-290 nm) the 

emission spectra become broader, revealing the raising of the emission on the lower 

wavelength side of the spectra. At 12 K, the excitation spectra monitored at 700 and 

at 800 nm (Figure 3.4A) are similar to those acquired at room temperature. 

Nevertheless, in the case of the spectrum monitored at 700 nm an additional excitation 

path around 270 nm (4.60 eV) is revealed (Figure 3.4A).  

 

 
Figure 3.4 Excitation spectra of oxidized surface Si NPs at (A) 12 K and (B) 300 K and of 
the (C) H-terminated Si NPs at 12 K, as well as of the (D) oxidized surface Si NPs 
suspended in ethanol recorded at 300 K. The monitoring wavelengths were 700 nm 
and 800 nm. The blue curve in (D) represents the absorption spectrum of the 
crystalline bulk Si measured at 10 K.[34] 
 

The emission features of the oxidized surface Si NPs were quantified through 

the measurement of the  as a function of the excitation wavelength (Figure 3.5). The 

maximum  values (0.095-0.1150.011) are attained at excitation wavelengths within 

270-350 nm. At higher excitation wavelengths (365-420 nm),  decreases from 

0.0950.010 to 0.0700.007. Despite several reports on the  of oxidized surface Si 
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NPs in solution, involving distinct solvents,[33, 37, 58, 64, 79] only few reports mention the 

emission quantum yield for oxidized surface Si NPs deposited as films (Table 1.1, 

section 1.1).[23, 39, 40, 78] In particular, a similar quantum yield value of 0.09 excited at 

266 nm was previously measured for oxidized surface Si NPs also grown by gas-

phase[78] and a smaller value of 0.05 excited at 350 nm was reported for oxidized 

surface Si NPs prepared by pyrolyze of Si2H6.[23] Other studies report quantum yield 

values in the range 0.01-0.30 for films of oxidized surface Si NPs synthesized from laser 

pyrolysis of silane, depending on the average diameter (2.5-8 nm) and size 

distribution.[39, 40] In these studies, values above 0.18 were obtained only for molecular 

beam size-selected Si NPs with average diameters in the range 3-4 nm.[39] For as-grown 

Si NPs without size selection and with average diameter similar to that of the Si NPs 

studied here (3.4 nm) these investigations report quantum yield values (0.01-0.10)[40] 

analogous to those obtained for oxidized surface Si NPs also in film.  

 

 
Figure 3.5 Absolute emission quantum yield values obtained as a function of the 
excitation wavelength for oxidized surface Si NPs in film (black circles) and suspended 
in ethanol (red circles). 
 

Time-resolved emission spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs were acquired 

at distinct SD values. Both at room temperature and at 12 K (Figures 3.6A and 3.6B, 

respectively), the emission spectra deviate towards the red and become narrower as 

SD increases from 0.02 to 0.30 ms, indicating that the time-scale behind the emission 

at lower wavelengths (700 nm) is faster than that at higher wavelengths (800 nm).  
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Figure 3.6 Time-resolved emission spectra (excited at 365 nm) of oxidized surface Si 
NPs acquired at 300 K and 12 K for SD between 0.02 ms and 0.30 ms. The integration 
window was 20 ms. 
 

The emission decay curves of the lower and higher wavelength side of the 

emission band were selectively monitored at 690 nm and 815 nm, respectively. For 

both monitoring wavelengths, the emission decay curves display a non-exponential 
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behavior (Figure 3.7). The non-exponential behavior is observed for both 12 and 300 

K.  

 

 
Figure 3.7 Emission decay curves of oxidized surface Si NPs acquired at 300 K and 12 K 
and monitored at 690 nm (black circles) and at 815 nm (red circles). The emission 
decay curve obtained for the H-terminated Si NPs at 12 K and monitored at 800 nm is 
also shown (blue circles). 
 
The obtained experimental lifetimes (𝜏) for the emission at 690 nm and at 815 nm 

(denoted 𝜏1 and 𝜏2, respectively), which correspond to the time at which the 

experimental emission intensity is reduced to 1/e, are indicated in Table 3.1. For 𝜏1 and 

𝜏2, an increase of temperature from 12 to 300 K induces a decrease in lifetime. 

Attending to the fact that the experimental transition probability may be expressed as 
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𝜏−1 = 𝜏𝑛𝑟
−1 + 𝜏𝑟

−1                                                                                                               (3.1) 

 
where 𝜏𝑛𝑟 and 𝜏𝑟, represent the nonradiative and radiative lifetimes, respectively, and 

that at 12 K 𝜏−1 ≈ 𝜏𝑟
−1, the decrease in 𝜏 as the temperature increases suggests the 

presence of competing thermally activated nonradiative mechanisms.[166] 

 
Table 3.1 Experimental lifetime values obtained for the E1 and E2 emission 
components (𝜏1 and 𝜏2, respectively) measured at 12 and 300 K for the oxidized 
surface Si NPs and H-terminated Si NPs. 

 𝜏1 (ms) 𝜏2 (ms) 

Temperature (K) 300 12 300 12 

oxidized surface Si 
NPs 

0.069±0.001 0.189±0.001 0.235±0.003 0.424±0.003 

H-terminated Si 
NPs 

− <0.01 0.457±0.005 

 
To gain further insight about the recombination paths, the 12 K time-resolved 

emission spectra were analyzed according to the following methodology. Figure 3.8A 

shows the emission spectrum of the oxidized surface Si NPs acquired at SD=0.55 ms. 

This spectrum is well described by a single-Gaussian band with energy peak position 

equal to 1.53±0.02 eV (810 nm) and fwhm equal to 0.23±0.02 eV, indicating that at this 

SD the emission should be due to a single radiative recombination mechanism. It 

should be noted that the decay time 𝜏1 (0.189 ms) measured on the lower wavelength 

side (690 nm) of the emission band is considerably smaller than 𝜏2 (0.424 ms), 

measured on the higher wavelength side (815 nm) of the band (Table 3.1 and Figure 

3.7). Therefore, it is not surprising that at SD=0.55 ms the emission observed in the 

lower wavelength side (≈700 nm) of the steady-state spectrum is not present. For 

lower SD values the recorded spectra change. The band becomes asymmetric and 

broader (Figure 3.8) and can no longer be described with a single-Gaussian function. 

The spectra at lower SD values are well described with a sum of two Gaussian functions 

(Figure 3.8), in which one of the functions is similar to that used to adjust the spectrum 

acquired at SD=0.55 ms and the other is centered at a peak position of 1.660.01 eV.  
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Figure 3.8 Low-temperature (12 K) time-resolved emission spectra of the oxidized 
surface Si NPs excited at 365 nm and obtained at SD values of (A) 0.55, (B) 0.30 and (C) 
0.02 ms, together with (D) steady-state emission spectrum excited at 275 nm. Two-
Gaussian envelope fit (open circles) and the corresponding E1 and E2 components 
(shaded area). The respective regular residual plots are also shown (right side). 
 
It should be noted that all emission spectra recorded for SD≤0.30 ms are well modelled 

with these two Gaussian functions, each one with an energy that is rather independent 

of SD (Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2).  
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The steady-state emission spectrum is also modelled with two emission 

components centered at energies similar to those of the spectra acquired at different 

SD (Figure 3.8D). These experimental observations provide compelling evidence for the 

present of two distinct emission components centered at ≈700 nm and ≈800 nm in the 

spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs. These components are hereafter denoted E1 

and E2, respectively.  

The existence of two distinct components can also account for the dependence 

of the emission and excitation spectra on the excitation and monitoring wavelength 

(Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively), and for the variation of  as the excitation energy is 

varied (Figure 3.5). Moreover, as mentioned above, non-exponential decay curves 

were observed, both at the low and high wavelength sides of the emission band (Figure 

3.7). The observation of non-exponential decays for the E1 and E2 emissions could be 

associated with size and shape dispersion of the Si NP samples[166, 167] or with 

fluctuations in the local environment of the emission states.[168] Moreover, non-

exponential decays can also be due to charge migration between interacting NPs,[166, 

167, 169] which can be mediated by escape states in the surface oxide created due to 

disorder.[169] 

 
Table 3.2 Energy peak position and fwhm for E1 and E2 emission components resulting 
from the fit to the emission spectra measured at 12K and excited at 365 nm in steady 
state regime and in the time-resolved mode for a SD between 0.02 and 0.50 ms. 

 

E1 E2 

Energy peak 
position  

(±0.02 eV) 

fwhm 
(±0.02 eV) 

Energy peak 
position  

(±0.02 eV) 

fwhm 
(±0.02 eV) 

Steady-state 1.73 0.23 1.54 0.19 

SD (ms) 

0.02 1.66 0.27 1.53 0.20 

0.10 1.67 0.25 1.52 0.20 

0.22 1.67 0.21 1.51 0.20 

0.30 1.67 0.21 1.51 0.23 

0.55 − 1.53 0.23 

 
The identification of two emission components is corroborated from 

photoluminescence measurements of the same Si NPs after replacement of the surface 

oxide with hydrogen-termination through HF-etching. Figure 3.3C shows the 12 K 

emission spectra of the H-terminated Si NPs. The emission spectra display a Gaussian 
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shaped band peaking at 830 nm, independent of the selected excitation wavelength 

and temperature (Figure 3.3C). Apart from a small red-shift (≈50 meV), this emission 

spectrum is similar to the E2 component of the oxidized surface Si NPs. It should be 

noted that no signature of the E1 component could be detected in the spectra of the 

H-terminated Si NPs. Unlike observed for the oxidized surface Si NPs, the excitation 

spectra of the H-terminated Si NPs monitored at 12 K along the broad band emission 

(Figure 3.3C) are independent of the monitoring wavelength (Figure 3.4C), indicating a 

single component for the emission band. It may be concluded that E2 is related to the 

NPs core, whereas E1 is associated with emission involving states associated with the 

oxide shell. 

Further confirmation of that the band observed for the H-terminated Si NPs 

corresponds to the E2 emission component observed for the oxidized surface Si NPs 

is provided by the 12 K emission decay curve monitored at 800 nm for the H-

terminated Si NPs (Figure 3.7B). This emission decay curve resembles that monitored 

for the E2 component observed for the oxidized surface Si NPs measured under the 

same experimental conditions (Figure 3.7B), revealing an experimental lifetime value 

(0.4570.005 ms, Table 3.1) similar to that obtained for the oxidized surface Si NPs 

(0.4240.003 ms, Table 3.1), unequivocally attributing the E2 emission in the oxidized 

surface Si NPs to recombination in the Si NPs core.  

At 300 K, the E2 lifetime measured for H-terminated Si NPs decreases to values 

below the detection limit of our experimental apparatus (0.01 ms). Also,  values of 

the H-terminated Si NPs substantially decrease with respect to the values measured 

for the oxidized surface Si NPs, being below the experimental detection limit of about 

0.01. Both observations indicate the presence of extra non-radioactive channels, with 

respect to the E2 emission, in the case of H-terminated Si NPs when compared to 

oxidized surface Si NPs.  

The E2 emission peak position and fwhm obtained from the spectra analysis 

(fits) are almost independent of SD and are equal to the values obtained for steady-

state mode (Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2). The fact that the energy peak position of E2 is 

independent of the SD values is an experimental evidence of an excitonic 

recombination mechanism in semiconductors,[56, 166, 170-172] which in Si NPs are 

associated with the NP core states. For the H-terminated Si NPs, the 300 K emission 
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spectrum shifts to the red (≈30 meV) compared to that acquired at 12 K. This is the 

expected dependence of the band gap of Si with decreasing temperature,[34] as already 

observed in Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2.[167] This supports the conclusion that 

the E2 emission is due to excitonic recombination. Comparing the values energy peak 

position of E1 obtained from the spectra measured at different SD with the value 

obtained from modelling the steady-state spectrum, it is observed that the primer 

values are red-shifted by 0.7 eV (Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2). This suggests that the 

emission E1 is governed by a donor−acceptor recombination mechanism, because 

distant pairs emit at longer wavelengths with lower transition probability and, thus, 

longer lifetime values.[170, 173-175] The donor−acceptor states are most probably located 

at the interface between the NP core and the oxide shell or inside the surface oxide 

shell, in either case, they are related to the presence of the oxide shell.  

The photoluminescence properties of the oxidized surface Si NPs suspended in 

ethanol were also studied. The characteristics of the emission (peak energy and fwhm) 

of the oxidized surface Si NPs in ethanol (Figure 3.3E) are similar to those described 

above for the same oxidized surface Si NPs in film (Figure 3.3B). However, major 

changes were observed in the excitation spectra (Figure 3.4D). The excitation spectra 

monitored at E1 and E2 are in this case identical, revealing an increase in the relative 

intensity of the low-wavelength region with the appearance of a component around 

270 nm that was not present in the room temperature excitation spectra of the 

oxidized surface Si NPs in film (Figure 3.4B).  

The  of the Si NPs in suspension has a maximum value of 0.430.04 for 

excitation wavelengths between 350 and 393 nm. At 270 nm and 420 nm the quantum 

yield decreases to 0.330.03 (Figure 3.5). Independently of the excitation wavelength, 

there is a substantial increase in the quantum yield values of the oxidized surface Si 

NPs in suspension with respect to those in film (Figure 3.5). Table 1.1, in section 1.1, 

gathers the quantum yield values reported for oxidized surface Si NPs in 

suspensions.[33, 37, 58, 64, 79, 80] The NPs size is also indicated as it influences the emission 

energy. In what concerns oxidized surface Si NPs, the values observed for oxidized 

surface Si NPs in suspension are among the highest[80] reported so far. However, a note 

of caution is in order: the comparison between quantum yield values measured in 

distinct solvents needs to take into consideration the solvent polarity. It has been 
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observed for germanium NPs and Si NPs that the emission quantum yield decreases 

with decrease in the polarity of the solvent.[33] 

In order to discuss the possible radiative and nonradiative recombination 

mechanisms present in the Si NPs as a function of termination shell and the NP 

proximity, the energetic diagrams depicted in Figure 3.9 were built, in which the band 

edge energies of the Si NPs and the surface oxide are compared. Based on the 

experimental emission energy of E2 (1.54 eV) the location of the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) level of the Si NPs is at −3.85 eV with respect to the vacuum 

level. This corresponds to the electron affinity of bulk Si (−4.0 eV) plus one-third of the 

confinement energy (0.44 eV),[41] which is the energy difference between the E2 peak 

position (1.54 eV) and the bulk Si energy gap (1.1 eV). The highest occupied molecular 

orbital (HOMO) is −5.39 eV, which corresponds to the ionization energy of bulk Si (−5.1 

eV) minus two-thirds of the confinement energy.[41] The HOMO of the surface oxide 

lays between 4.1 and 4.4 eV below the HOMO of the Si NPs,[176-178] and the energy of 

the LUMO is ≈0.0 eV.[179] The excitation spectra of the oxidized surface Si NPs 

suspended in ethanol (Figure 3.4D) resemble the absorption spectrum of bulk Si,[34] 

also depicted for comparison in Figure 3.4D. The absorption spectrum of bulk Si has a 

feature associated with the direct 25→15 transition, whose energy is 3.4 eV (365 nm), 

and another one with energy of 4.2 eV (295 nm) ascribed to a second direct 25→2´ 

transition or a direct transition at X.[33, 34, 58, 81, 82, 180] The observed similarity between 

the excitation spectra recorded at 300 K for both emission components (E1 and E2) in 

oxidized surface Si NPs suspended in ethanol (Figure 3.4D) and the absorption 

spectrum of bulk Si indicates that in this case both emissions are fed by electrons and 

holes photoexcited within electronic states of the NPs core. Since emission E1 involves 

states associated with the oxide shell, it can be concluded that charge transfer from 

the core to oxide shell states takes place in the Si NPs. These mechanisms are 

illustrated in Figure 3.9A, with the core-shell charge transfer indicated as path (i). 
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Figure 3.9 Schemes illustrating the energy level diagram for (A and B) oxidized surface 
Si NPs and (C) H-terminated Si NPs. The vertical arrows represent radiative (solid line) 
and selected nonradiative (dashed lines) transitions. The curved arrows stand for inter-
NPs charge transfer. 
 

When the oxidized surface Si NPs are in film the excitation spectra, measured 

at room temperature (Figure 3.4B), deviate from those recorded for oxidized surface 

Si NPs in ethanol. The deviation is evidenced by a change of the relative intensity 

between the lower (≈295 nm) and higher (≈365 nm) wavelength regions. These 

deviations indicate that, in the case of having the Si NPs in film, electrons and holes 

that are excited at the lower wavelength region are non-radiatively lost, since they do 

not lead to photoemission, which does not happen in the case of Si NPs in ethanol. It 

should be noted that the Si NPs are the same in the two types of samples. The 

competing nonradiative recombination mechanism that takes place in the Si NPs in 

film is absent in the case of Si NPs in solution. Despite the fact that oxidized surface Si 

NPs do not form fully dispersed solutions in polar solvents like ethanol, the NPs 

aggregate in clusters, which are in any case smaller than in the film. It is reasonable to 

assume that, in the case of Si NPs dispersed in ethanol, excitons have a more limited 

number of NPs to which they can diffuse. This in turn limits the probability of 

nonradiative recombination in this case. Thus, the most likely nonradiative 

recombination mechanism involved in the case of Si NPs in film, justifying the above-

mentioned differences observed in the excitation spectra, should be inter-NP charge 

transfer. This path is schematically depicted as (iii) in Figure 3.9B. Nonradiative 

recombination associated with inter-NP charge transfer taking place in Si NPs in film 

also accounts for the observed lower quantum yield values measured for oxidized 
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surface Si NPs in film when compared to values measured for oxidized surface Si NPs 

in ethanol (Figure 3.5). Moreover, when the 12 K excitation spectra is monitored at E1 

and E2, it is observed that the E1 emission (Figure 3.4A) reveals the appearance of a 

contribution at a wavelength region ≈270 nm. This means that at 12 K, the electrons 

and holes that are excited at ≈270 nm lead selectively to the E1 emission, indicating 

that some of the inter-NP charge transfer paths are thermally activated. 

Different Si NP shells also influence the inter-NP charge transfer. The room 

temperature excitation spectra of the H-terminated Si NPs (Figure 3.4C) are different 

from those recorded for the oxidized surface Si NPs (Figure 3.4B), both in the form of 

NPs film. The main difference is a decrease in the relative intensity of the low-

wavelength region around ≈295 nm for the case of H-terminated Si NPs. The inter-NP 

charge transfer in H-terminated Si NPs should be different from that of oxidized 

surface Si NPs, which results in different excitation spectra. Figure 3.9C illustrates the 

situation for the case of H-terminated Si NPs. Here, electrons and holes are 

photogenerated in the NPs core with energies above and below the LUMO and HOMO, 

respectively. After thermalization, these may recombine leading to the E2 emission or 

may be transferred to neighboring Si NPs, which is a potential nonradiative 

recombination path as in the case of oxidized surface Si NPs. However, transfer of 

photogenerated charge carriers between core states of neighboring Si NPs is more 

efficient in the case of H-terminated Si NPs than in the case of oxidized surface Si NPs, 

since the surface oxide represents a higher barrier for direct inter-NP charge 

transfer.[121] This conclusion is in good agreement with the significantly lower  and 

lower room-temperature lifetime value of the E1 emission in the H-terminated Si NPs, 

when compared to what we found for oxidized surface Si NPs. In H-terminated Si NPs, 

direct inter-NP charge transfer between core states, represented by (iv) in Figure 3.9C, 

may take place.[121] Although, it can not rule out that the direct charge transfer may 

also take place in the case of oxidized surface Si NPs, a recent study has shown that 

this mechanism is not dominant and charge transfer between NP core states should be 

mediated by oxide-related localized states,[121] as represented in Figure 3.9C.  
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Organic-functionalized silicon nanoparticles  

 
Figure 3.10A shows the emission spectra of the Si NPs measured at room 

temperature. The spectrum of Si NPs-C12 is formed of a broad band (fwhm ≈0.23 eV) 

in the red spectral region, peaking at 758 nm (1.64 eV). Apart from a minor red-shift 

(≈0.03 eV), this emission spectrum resembles that measured for Si NPs-H. Decreasing 

the temperature from 300 K to 12 K (Figure 3.10B), the emission spectrum reveals a 

blue-shift (≈0.1 eV). This shift is considerably larger than the value that is expected for 

bulk Si (≈0.045 eV), which results from the temperature-induced shrinkage of the band 

gap in this temperature range.[166] The emission spectra of Si NPs-C12-O (i.e. Si NPs-

C12 exposed to air) is broader and blue-shifted with respect to Si NPs-C12. The 

emission spectra of Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-H measured with higher excitation 

wavelengths (525 nm and 460, respectively) are identical to the spectra measured 

under 365 nm excitation. For Si NPs-C12-O, the increase in the excitation wavelength 

(from 365 to 525 nm) results in a red-shift of the broad band of the emission (≈0.05 

eV). 
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Figure 3.10 Emission spectra of Si NPs-C12, Si NPs-H, and Si NPs-C12-O measured at 
(A) 300 K and (B) 12 K, excited at the indicated wavelengths. 
 

The room temperature excitation spectra of the Si NPs-H, Si NPs-C12, and Si 

NPs-C12-O (Figure 3.11) were monitored along the emission spectra at 12 K and at 

300 K, in which a broad band spanning from 250 nm to 600 nm, with three excitation 

components at ≈270 nm, 365 nm, and 525 nm are discerned. The excitation spectra of 

the Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12 are independent of the monitoring wavelength, as shown 

in Figure 3.11 for selected monitoring wavelengths, due to the presence of a single 

emission component related with the Si-core of the NPs. In the case of the Si NPs-C12-

O, the excitation spectra depend on the monitoring wavelength, in good agreement 

with the appearance of a surface/interface-related emission component discussed 
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above. Apart from changes in the relative intensity, the excitation spectra are 

independent of the selected temperature value (Figure 3.11). 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Excitation spectra of Si NPs-C12, Si NPs-C12-O, and Si NPs-H measured at 
(A) 300 K and (B) 12 K, monitored at the indicated wavelengths. The intensity increase 
observed below 300 nm for Si NPs-H is due to correction effects. The dashed curve 
represents the absorption spectrum (10 K) reported for crystalline bulk Si.[34] 
 

The emission properties of Si NPs-C12 were also quantified through the 

measurement of  as a function of the excitation wavelength. In particular,  was 

measured under excitation around the three components observed in the excitation 

spectra (270 nm, 325 nm and 525 nm), yielding analogous values within the 

experimental error (0.180.02, 0.230.02, and 0.200.02, respectively). After surface 
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oxidation (Si NPs-C12-O),  remains constant within the experimental error being 

0.180.02, 0.210.02, and 0.170.02 excited at 270 nm, 325 nm, and 525 nm, 

respectively. This result is different from that reported for 1-dodecene-functionalized 

Si NPs in solution (with higher average diameter, namely 3.9 nm prior to surface 

oxidation and 3.7 nm after oxidation), which show a decrease in  from 0.62 to 0.40 

upon surface oxidation.[71] The range of  values observed for Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-

C12-O is substantially higher than the values measured for Si NPs-H, which exhibit 

maximum  values of 0.030.01, excited in the low-wavelength region (≈270 nm).  

In order to study the role of the surface termination in the time-scale behind 

the emission features of the Si NPs and to distinguish different components in the 

emission spectra, time-resolved emission spectra measurements were performed. 

Figure 3.12A compares the low-temperature (12 K) time-resolved emission spectra of 

Si NPs-C12 recorded at different SD values, revealing a band well described by a single 

Gaussian function, whose maximum (1.830.01 eV) and fwhm are independent of the 

SD, readily establishing the presence of a single emission component. Apart from a 

blue-shift of ≈0.1 eV, this band resembles the spectrum acquired in steady-state for 

the same sample. Moreover, the characteristics of the time-resolved emission spectra 

observed for Si NPs-C12 are rather similar to those observed in the time-resolved 

spectra of Si NPs-H (Figure 3.12B). These observations show that the origin of the 

emission band observed for Si NPs-C12 is the same as that of the band recorded for Si 

NPs-H.  

For H-terminated Si NPs, it was shown above that the emission is due to 

recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes located in the crystalline core 

of the Si NPs (E2 emission). The fact that the time-resolved emission spectra are 

independent of the SD values is an experimental evidence of a single emission 

mechanism, typically associated to excitonic recombination in semiconductors.[170, 171] 

At room temperature the time-resolved emission spectra deviates to the red as SD 

increases, as shown in Figures 3.12C and 3.12D for the Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.12 Time-resolved emission spectra of Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-H measured at (A 
and B) 12 K and at (C and D) 300 K, excited at 365 nm for the indicated SD. Gaussian 
envelope fit (open symbols) and the corresponding E2 components (shaded area). The 
respective regular residual plots [coefficient of determination (r2)>0.99] are also shown 
(bottom). 
 
The time-resolved emission spectra (peak and fwhm) of Si NPs-C12-O depend on SD. 

For SD=0.05 ms, two emission components are clearly discerned, namely E2 and 

another one (E1 emission) at higher energies (Figure 3.13). As the SD value increases 

from 0.05 ms to 0.50 ms, the relative intensity of E1 decreases, so that for SD>0.50 ms 

only the long-lived E2 emission is observed. The appearance of E1 after surface 

oxidation has already been observed for oxidized surface Si NPs, being ascribed to 

radiative recombination via electronic states associated with the surface oxide.  
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Figure 3.13 Time-resolved emission spectra of Si NPs-C12-O measured at 12 K, excited 
at 365 nm for SD values between 0.05 and 0.50 ms. Gaussian envelope fit (open circles) 
and the corresponding E1 and E2 components (shaded areas). The respective regular 
residual plots (r2>0.99) are shown on the right. 
 

The emission decay curves for Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-H (Figure 3.14) were 

monitored at 12 K/300 K around the maximum intensity peak position of the time-

resolved emission spectra, namely at 680/710 nm and 679/690 nm, respectively 

(Figure 3.12). For Si NPs-C12-O, the emission decay curves (Figure 3.14) of the E1 and 

E2 emission components were selectively monitored at 300/12 K around 600/617 nm 

and 690/710 nm, respectively. These wavelengths deviate from the emission peak 

position to decrease the spectral overlap between E1 and E2 components, enabling a 

selective detection of E1 and E2 emission decay curves.  
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Figure 3.14 Emission decay curves of Si NPs-C12, Si NPs-H and Si NPs-C12-O measured 
at 12 and 300 K. The monitoring wavelengths are indicated in the figure.  
 

The emission decay curves of Si NP-H and Si NPs-C12 display a non-single 

exponential behavior, suggesting a distribution in the Si NPs diameter.[166] Thus, 

lifetime values (𝜏), corresponding to the time at which the experimental emission 

intensity is reduced to 1/e, were estimated for all the samples (the 𝜏 of E1 emission 

are 0.20±0.05 ms and 0.085±0.005 ms, at 12 and 300 K, respectively, and the 𝜏 of E2 

emission are shown in Table 3.3), evidencing that 𝜏 depends both on the surface 

termination and temperature, as discussed below. 

 
Table 3.3 Experimental lifetime values (ms) for the E2 emission of the Si NPs. 

Temperature (K) Si NPs-C12 Si NPs-H Si NPs-C12-O 

12 1.54±0.05 0.41±0.05 0.31±0.05 

300 0.121±0.005 0.083±0.005 0.124±0.005 

 
The observed dependence of the light emission properties of the Si NPs on the 

surface termination may be rationalized in terms of inter-NP exciton migration, which 
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is expected to depend on the distance between NPs and on the inter-NP medium. A 

certain degree of electronic interconnection is expected in NP ensembles because the 

NPs are physically interconnected.[166, 181-183] To help in the discussion, Figure 3.15 

illustrates the energy level diagrams of the interface between two Si NPs in the cases 

of (A) Si NPs-H, (B) Si NPs-C12, and (C) Si NPs-C12-O.  

 

 
Figure 3.15 Schemes illustrating the energy level diagram at the interface between two 
Si NPs for the cases of (A) Si NPs-H, (B) Si NPs-C12, and (C) Si NPs-C12-O. The vertical 
arrows represent absorption (green solid) and radiative (black solid) and nonradiative 
(black dashed) transitions. 
 

Based on the experimental emission energy of E2 (≈1.8 eV) extracted from the 

low-temperature emission spectra, the LUMO level of the Si NPs is located at −3.75 eV 

with respect to the vacuum level. This corresponds to the electron affinity of bulk Si 

(−4.0 eV) plus one-third of the confinement energy (0.72 eV),[41] which is the energy 

difference between the E2 peak position (1.82 eV) and the bulk Si energy gap (1.1 eV). 

The HOMO is at −5.58 eV, which corresponds to the ionization energy of bulk Si (−5.1 

eV) minus two-thirds of the confinement energy.[41] The HOMO of the organic 

molecule (1-dodecane) attached to the surface of the Si NPs was considered identical 

to that of 1-decane (≈9.65 eV).[184] It was assumed that the LUMO is at the vacuum 

level (0.0 eV) for the surface oxide[179] and the organic molecules. The mean distance 

between the Si surfaces of Si NPs-H (d1=0.29 nm) is considered as being twice of the 

Si-H bond length (Figure 3.15A).[185] For Si NPs-C12, It was estimated the mean distance 

between the Si surfaces considering theoretical studies developed for gold NPs capped 

with organic molecules. In that case, the equilibrium distance between the NPs cores 

is ≈1.25 times larger than the diameter value of the crystalline core of the NPs,[186, 187] 
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yielding d2=0.60 nm, which corresponds to the distance between the NPs centers 

minus twice the NPs radius (Figure 3.15B). The average distance between Si surfaces 

for Si NPs-C12-O is d2 plus twice the thickness of the oxide shell (0.4 nm), d3=1.40 nm 

(Figure 3.15C). 

Evidence for exciton migration can be found by comparing the emission peak 

position at 12 K and at room temperature, permitting to infer from the role of the 

surface termination and of the inter-NP distance on the fluorescent mechanism. In 

particular, the shift in the peak position with the temperature variation from 12 K to 

room temperature depends on the surface termination. In the case of Si NPs-C12 and 

Si NPs-H, this shift is considerably larger (≈0.1 eV) than the value of ≈0.045 eV that is 

expected for bulk Si, which indicates that radiative sites are located at lower 

energies.[166] This red-shift of the luminescence spectra can be explained by the 

presence of efficient energy migration from smaller to larger nanocrystals.[188] In 

particular, after electronic thermalization (path ii in Figure 3.15), this migration (paths 

iii and iv in Figure 3.15) takes place until the electrons and holes recombine radiatively 

(vertical arrows with solid lines in Figure 3.15) and favors radiative recombination in 

NPs with smaller energy band gap, which means larger diameter. The red-shift with 

the increasing of SD observed in the time-resolve emission spectra of Si NPs-C12 and 

Si NPs-H measured at 300 K (Figures 3.12C and 3.12D) is another evidence of energy 

migration, due to the fact that this result means that smaller size Si NPs (higher 

emission energy) are favored at shorter SD because its lifetime is shorter due to 

efficient energy migration to larger Si NPs. Therefore, the long-lived emission spectra 

appear at shorter energies as they arise from the larger size NPs. 

The emission decay curves observed for the Si NPs provide insight into the 

dependence of exciton migration on the termination of the Si NPs. Focusing the 

attention on the dynamics behind the core-related emission (E2). For Si NP films in 

which there is some degree of NP interconnection, the E2 exciton lifetime can be 

described through 

 
 𝜏−1 = 𝑘r + 𝑘nr + 𝑘m                                                                                                          (3.2)

*           

                                                      
* In Equation (3.1) 𝜏𝑟

−1 = 𝑘r and 𝜏𝑛𝑟
−1 = 𝑘nr + 𝑘m 
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where 𝑘r is the radiative recombination probability, 𝑘nr is the nonradiative 

recombination probability, and 𝑘m is the probability of exciton migration.[166, 189] At 12 

K, 𝑘nr may be neglected[166] and 𝜏−1 ≈ 𝑘r + 𝑘m. Knowing that for Si NPs with similar 

average diameter, 𝑘r should be similar, at low-temperature values, a decrease in the 

experimental lifetime 𝜏 may be related to an increase in 𝑘m.[166] Comparing the E2 

exciton experimental lifetime 𝜏  values at 12 K for Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-H (Table 3.3), 

it is observed that 𝜏 is smaller for Si NPs-H. Thus, it may be concluded that exciton 

migration is more likely to occur in Si NPs-H (Figure 3.15A) than in the case of Si NPs-

C12 (Figure 3.15B), due to the thinner inter-NP energy barrier represented by the Si-H 

termination when compared to the barrier imposed by the long chain surface ligands. 

Interestingly, after surface-oxidation (Si NPs-C12-O) the experimental lifetime value is 

closer to that of Si NPs-H (Table 3.3). The inter-NP energy barrier in Si NPs-C12-O is 

increased, when compared to that of Si NPs-C12, and, therefore, inter-NP exciton 

transfer would be expected to be even less likely to occur. Thus, one could expect that 

𝑘m would be lower in Si NPs-C12-O than in Si NPs-C12. It may be that in the case of Si 

NPs-C12-O there is an additional process that competes with the processes that take 

place in Si NPs-C12 (and in Si NPs-H), associated with exciton migration from the 

crystalline core of the Si NPs to the surface oxide shell (path i in Figure 3.15C), which is 

not present in Si NPs-C12 (and in Si NPs-H). In this case, excitons may recombine via 

electronic states associated with the surface oxide, leading to the oxide-related 

emission E1 observed for Si NPs-C12-O.  

The low-temperature excitation spectra recorded for the Si NPs provide 

additional evidence in support that exciton transfer is indeed taking place from the NP 

crystalline core to electronic states associated with the surface-oxide shell. Comparing 

the excitation spectra of the Si NPs with the absorption spectrum of crystalline bulk 

Si,[34] it may be concluded that the excitation components at 270 nm (4.6 eV) and 365 

nm (3.4 eV) are also present in the absorption spectrum of bulk Si. The absorption 

component of bulk Si at 365 nm (3.4 eV) is associated with the direct 25→15 

transition and the one at 295 nm (4.2 eV) corresponds to a second direct 25→2´ 

transition or a direct transition at X.[33, 81, 82] The presence of these components in the 

excitation spectra of Si NPs-C12-O and the observation of emission associated with the 
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surface oxide (E1 emission mentioned above) demonstrates that there is charge 

transfer between the NPs core and shell oxide states. 

Comparing the excitation spectra of Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-H with the 

absorption spectrum of crystalline bulk Si (Figure 3.11), a relative intensity decrease in 

the low-wavelength excitation region (≈270 nm) is observed. It may be inferred that 

excitons generated by photons with higher energies are the ones that are more likely 

to recombine non-radiatively. This is also supported by the observation that the 

relative intensity of the ≈270 nm spectral region of the excitation spectrum is lower for 

the Si NPs-H than for Si NPs-C12 (Figure 3.11), and taking into account that the 

quantum yields found for Si NPs-C12 are considerably higher than the values found for 

Si NPs-H. 

At room temperature, the E2 exciton lifetime values decrease for all Si NP 

samples, compared with that found at 12 K (Table 3.3) due to the confined excitonic 

triplet and singlet states, whose occupation depends on the temperature. At room 

temperature the excitons are predominantly photocreated in a singlet state, which 

present a faster radiative lifetime, as studied for porous Si.[190] Nevertheless, contrarily 

to that found at 12 K, Si NPs-C12 and Si NPs-C12-O have similar 𝜏 values at room 

temperature, which correlates well with the similar  values obtained for these 

samples. Interestingly, it is inferred from these observations that the native oxide 

formed on the organic-functionalized Si NPs does not lead to a decrease of the 

quantum yield, which means that nearly all of the excitons transferred to oxide-related 

states contribute to light emission. Moreover, the lower lifetime value found for Si 

NPs-H, when compared to Si NPs-C12, correlates also well with the higher  values 

found for Si NPs-C12, which confirms the role played by thermally-activated 

nonradiative recombination mechanisms in limiting the  exhibited by Si NPs at room 

temperature. 

 The inter-NP exciton transfer processes considered in this work to explain the 

steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence data may also be used to discuss 

previous observations for other organic-functionalized Si NPs. Reports concerning the 

measurement of emission quantum yield for organic-functionalized Si NPs in the form 

of films are scarce, being reported a =0.132 for Si NPs functionalized with 

trimethoxypropylsilane,[191] which is lower than that of Si NPs-C12. Other reports for 
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Si NPs in film are related to Si NPs with Si oxide at the surface (Table 1.1, section 1.1). 

The majority of the emission quantum yield data for organically-functionalized Si NPs 

refers to Si NPs suspended in different solvents, as listed in Table 1.1, section 1.1. 

Despite all the experimental variables that may influence the quantum yield values, 

the comparison between data in Table 1.1, section 1.1 evidences that Si NPs with larger 

average diameter (d) seem to yield higher  values, as already pointed out in other 

reports.[69] The comparison between  values measured for Si NPs with identical d 

suggests also that  increases as the length of the organic chains increases. This is 

verified when comparing the  values of Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene 

(=0.70) with those of Si NPs functionalized with octadecene (=0.62), and when 

comparing Si NPs functionalized with octanol (=0.23) with Si NPs functionalized with 

allylamine (=0.10). Longer organic ligands should impose a thicker energy barrier for 

the transfer of excitons between NPs (Figure 3.15B), which results in a decrease in the 

probability of nonradiative recombination and, conversely, in an increase in quantum 

yield.  

 

3.3 Conclusions 
 

The emission properties of Si NPs with different surface terminations were 

studied. Under UV/visible excitation, oxidized surface Si NPs with an average Si-core 

diameter of 3.4 nm display a broad emission formed by two components: one centered 

at ≈800 nm (1.55 eV) with a radiative lifetime of 0.424±0.003 ms and another centered 

at ≈700 nm (1.77 eV) with a radiative lifetime of 0.189±0.001 ms. These emission 

components are attributed to recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes 

located in the Si-core of the Si NPs and to donor-acceptor recombination within states 

associated with native oxide shell, respectively. It was concluded that both emission 

components are excited through electronic states of the Si NP core, showing the 

presence of core-to-shell charge transfer processes. It was also shown that the light 

emission properties of Si NP ensembles are not determined solely by the properties of 

individual NPs but are also governed by inter-NP charge transfer. The presence of the 

natural oxide shell hinders inter-NP charge transfer, resulting in a higher quantum yield 

than that of hydrogen-terminated Si NPs. Reduction of inter-NP charge transfer also 
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accounts for the high quantum yields observed for oxidized surface Si NPs when the 

average inter-nanocrystal separation is increased by suspending the Si NPs in solution. 

The light emission properties of organic-functionalized Si NPs were also 

studied, namely hydrogen-terminated Si NPs (Si NPs-H) and 1-dodecene-

functionalized Si NPs (Si NPs-C12) with the same average core diameter (2.4 nm). Both 

Si NP types display a similar single emission band at ≈1.64/1.84 eV at 300/12 K 

(denoted E2 emission), ascribed to recombination of photogenerated excitons in the 

Si-core of the Si NPs. Si NPs-C12 display much higher room temperature quantum yield 

(≈0.23) and excitonic lifetime values at 300/12 K of 𝜏≈0.121/1.54 ms compared with 

those of Si NPs-H of 0.03 and 𝜏≈0.083/0.41 ms (at 300/12 K). These differences 

reveal that nonradiative recombination mechanisms, which compete with light 

emission, are enhanced in Si NPs-H. It was concluded that the nonradiative 

recombination mechanisms are associated with inter-NP exciton migration. The impact 

of the formation of a native oxide shell on the surface of Si NPs-C12 was also studied. 

After surface oxidation, the emergence of a second emission component (denoted E1 

emission) associated with recombination via electronic states of the oxide 

(surface/interface states) is observed, demonstrating that part of the excitons 

generated in the Si NPs are transferred to oxide-related states. Despite the appearance 

of the E1 component, for Si NPs-C12 no significant quantum yield variation is observed 

after surface oxidation as the oxide shell does not impose a significant additional 

barrier for exciton transfer when compared to the barrier provided by the organic 

termination. Moreover, it was inferred that in Si NPs-C12 nearly all excitons 

transferred to oxide-related states contribute to light emission and, therefore, there is 

no significant nonradiative recombination via oxide-related states. In general, the 

study unveils the central role played by inter- and intra-NP exciton migration processes 

for the light emission properties of Si NPs. The study points out that the higher 

quantum yields generally found for organic-terminated Si NPs may also result from the 

contribution of the inhibition of inter-NP exciton transfer (responsible for nonradiative 

recombination). 
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Chapter 4. Primary luminescent thermometers[192] 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, it is presented the application of the luminescent properties of Si 

NPs to the measurement of temperature, by using these as luminescent thermometers.  

Measuring temperature at micro- and nanoscale is a critical task in many 

scientific investigations and technological developments.[193-197] The biomedical field, 

and in particular the possibility of mapping the temperature of living cells, is probably 

one of the most important and demanding applications for nanothermometry,[193, 198, 

199] in which the nanothermometers need to combine an operation temperature range 

that coincides with the physiological one (295-320 K)[193] with biocompatibility, 

noninvasiveness, and working in moving biological fluids. Other applications requiring 

wider temperature intervals[200-206] will also benefit from nanothermometry, such as 

electronic and optoelectronic devices and circuits that are being continuously 

miniaturized, whose temperature strongly affects their performance.[194, 207, 208]  

Within the diverse approaches to nanothermometry, luminescent probes are 

one of the most attractive as they are non-invasive, contactless, and easy to use, unlike 

conventional tools, such as thermocouple and fiber optic probes or volumetric methods 

(e.g. ultrasound, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance thermometry).[209] 

Additionally, luminescent probes can combine competitive spatial (<10−4 m) and 

temporal (<10−3 s) resolutions, allowing down to sub-micrometric resolution with a 

measurement based on the temperature dependence of the photophysical properties, 

also known as the thermometric parameter (𝛥), of the materials, such as the steady-

state emission intensity of one[203, 210] or two transitions[211, 212] and the lifetime[99, 203] (or 

risetime)[213, 214] of an excited state (Figure 4.1). Several emission centers such as organic 

dyes,[215, 216] polymers,[217] layered double hydroxides,[218, 219] QDs,[220, 221] and trivalent 

lanthanide ions (Ln3+)[193, 194, 211, 222-227] have been used as luminescent 

nanothermometers, as reviewed elsewhere.[193, 194, 197, 228, 229] 
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Figure 4.1 Examples of thermometric parameters used by luminescent thermometers 
(adapted).[230] 
 

Thermometric systems can be classified according their 𝛥, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Use of the emission intensity of a single transition as the thermometric parameter is 

compromised by variations in the sensor concentration, material non-homogeneity 

effects, and optoelectronic drifts in the excitation source and detecting system or optical 

occlusions.[193, 231, 232] In order to overcome these drawbacks, some temperature 

measurements use the following as 𝛥: (i) the intensity ratio of two transitions 

(ratiometric thermometers),[193, 194] (ii) the emission peak position,[193, 233, 234] (iii) the 

lifetime,[203, 231] or (iv) a neural recognition method based on peak and integrated 

intensity.[235] These strategies allow the development of self-calibrated (or self-

referencing) thermometers.[193]  
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Figure 4.2 Diagram showing the classification of thermometric systems. 
 

Thermometric systems can be classified in two categories: (i) primary or semi-

primary thermometers that are characterized by well-established equations of state, 

directly relating the measured parameter to temperature, or (ii) secondary 

thermometers that require calibration.[193, 197, 236] While for non-self-calibrated 

secondary thermometers, the calibration curve must be determined prior to each 

measurement, for self-calibrated secondary thermometers, the calibration curve is 

obtained by modelling the thermometric parameter values measured in a given 

temperature range with an arbitrary function.[99, 193, 234] If other variables besides 
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temperature, e.g., the ionic strength, pH, pressure, or atmosphere composition, impact 

the thermometric parameter value, a recalibration procedure must be performed as the 

empirical functions are not supported by theoretical or phenomenological model. On 

the contrary, when the relation between the thermometric parameter and the 

temperature is given by a well-established state equation,[211, 212, 233] the influence of 

these other variables can be taken into account if the thermometer needs to be 

recalibrated. This avoids the need of a new calibration every time the thermometer 

operates in a different media, which sometimes in not a trivial task e.g., in living cells 

and in electronic devices.[237] A well-established state equation relating 𝛥 to 

temperature, also allows to evaluate if 𝛥 only dependents on the temperature or if 𝛥 is 

also dependent on other variable that may change from media to media or from 

measurement to measurement.[230] 

While many examples of primary thermometers based on the temperature 

dependence of gas properties, the radiation emitted by a black body, or the power 

spectral density of Johnson-noise in a resistor have been reported in the literature,[238-

240] examples of primary luminescent thermometers are very rare. It can be mentioned 

CdSe(ZnS) QDs in which 𝛥 (the emission peak position) is described by the Varshni’s law 

(295-525 K)[233] and Y2O3:Eu3+ micro- and NPs in which 𝛥 is defined as the ratio between 

the emission intensities of the 5D0→7F4 transition when the 5D0 emitting level is excited 

through the 7F2 and 7F0 levels (physiological temperatures) or through the 7F1 and 7F0 

levels (for temperatures down to 180 K).[212, 237]   

In this study, Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene were used to produce film- 

and solution-based luminescent nanothermometers. Si NPs are an attractive choice for 

nanothermometry as they combine tunable emission from the near-infrared to visible 

spectral range[38] with properties such as the material abundance,[5] potential 

compatibility with the current microelectronic technology,[43, 241] and biocompatibility.[8, 

242] Despite this great potential, few have reported the use of Si NPs as 

nanothermometer, and the research has been limited to Si NPs dispersed in a liquid 

medium.[99, 100, 234, 243] Using a hyperspectral camera (pixel field-of-view of 1.3×1.3 m2), 

it is shown that the film’s surface emission is homogenous, at least, at the microscale. It 

is demonstrated here, for the first time, that luminescent thermometers based on Si NP 

films and solutions, with thermometric parameter predicted by a well-established 
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equation, enable temperature sensing independent of the medium (air, vacuum, 

nitrogen atmosphere). The nanothermometer calibration curve is predicted by Varshni’s 

law and allows temperature sensing in a wide range of temperatures from cryogenic to 

480 K, with maximum relative sensitivity of 0.04 %.K−1 and reversibility and repeatability 

above 99.98 %.  

 

4.2 Results and discussion 
 

4.2.1 Structural characterization 

 
The as-prepared Si NPs-C12 were characterized by X-ray diffraction to evaluate 

their mean size. The XRD pattern (Figure 4.3) reveals reflections near 32.8°, 55.3°, and 

66.1°, corresponding to (111), (220) and (311) Si crystal planes, respectively.[18, 164] Using 

Rietveld refinement of the Si phase, an average diameter value of 2.0±0.2 nm was 

calculated. The goodness of the fit was evaluated by the estimator 2=(Rwp/Rexp)2, 

yielding 2=0.51 (Figure 4.3). It should be noted that there is no absolute estimation of 

the refinement quality and that the 2 value depends on the diffraction intensity. Thus, 

combining graphical analysis with the chemical/physical plausibly of the model, it may 

be concluded that the refinement yields a realistic mean diameter size value of the Si 

NPs. 
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Figure 4.3 XRD pattern of the as-prepared Si NPs-C12 (black circles). Continuous (red) 
line corresponds to Rietveld refinement of Si phase (Rp = 29.3 %, Rwp = 25.6 %, Rexp = 35.9 

% and 2= 0.51). Vertical (green) lines represent the position of allowed Bragg peaks, 
while (blue) line represents the fit residues. 
 

4.3.2 Film’s surface emission homogeneity 

 
Taking into consideration that temperature-sensing applications may require 

operation in distinct environments, the material stability is a concern. Applications as 

the use of thermometry in living cells or in electronic circuits require exposure to water 

and oxygen, which will lead to surface oxidation of the Si NPs, changing their emission 

spectra;[55] therefore, the more stable oxidized surface Si NPs are stronger candidates 

for operation in the different media compared to as-prepared Si NPs-C12. Accordingly 

to this, the study will focus on stable oxidized surface Si NPs (samples Si NPs-C12-1 and 

Si NPs-C12-2). 

The oxidized surface Si NPs display an emission visible to the naked eye in the 

orange-red spectral region, under a broad excitation wavelength range from the UV to 

the visible (240-600 nm) without a significant decrease in the .[163] The possibility of 

exciting the Si NPs in the visible range permits to envisage applications also in 

biophotonics. Figure 4.4A shows an optical microscopy image illustrating the surface 

emission for a selected film.  
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The films emission was analyzed using a hyperspectral camera, and the emission 

spectra at the surface were mapped by monitoring different surface regions (Figure 4.4B 

and 4.3C). The emission spectrum collected by a single pixel (1.3×1.3 μm2) shows a broad 

band in the orange-red spectral region peaking at ≈650 nm (green line, Figure 4.4D). By 

enlarging (20 times) the collection area, apart from an improvement in the signal-to-

noise ratio, the spectrum (blue line, Figure 4.4D) overlaps that measured from a single 

pixel, suggesting homogeneous emission from the film surface. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 A) Optical and B) hyperspectral microscopy images of an oxidized surface Si 
NPs film surface under UV illumination. The grey scale intensity of the pixels is based on 
the intensity of the emission spectrum at 650 nm (the emission intensity variation arises 
from the spatial spectral power distribution of the excitation lamp). C) Magnification of 
the hyperspectral image. D) Emission spectra measured in a single pixel area (1.3×1.3 
μm2) and within an area limited by 20×20 pixels (26×26 μm2). E) SAM classification for a 
threshold value of Θ=0.10 rad. F) Emission spectra measured in pixel areas with Θ≤ 0.10 
rad and Θ> 0.10 rad in the SAM classification. All scale bars are 50 μm. 
 

 To further study the film spatial emission homogeneity over the total surface, 

the emission spectra were analyzed through SAM classification, where each emission 

spectrum is treated as a vector.[244] The SAM tool permits a rapid mapping of the spectral 

similarity between the spectra of any pixel of the film surface and a reference spectrum. 

The similarity criterion is based on an angle (Θ) that quantifies the angular distance 

between the vector that represents the emission spectrum at a given position with the 
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vector of the spectrum considered as reference.[244] Therefore, Θ=0 rad when the 

emission spectrum at a given position overlaps with the reference one. The values 

Θ=0.10 rad and Θ=0.20 rad have been considered as threshold values.[245] The reference 

spectrum is shown in blue in Figure 4.4D (measured in an area of 20×20 pixels, which is 

equivalent to 26×26 μm2) in the 600-700 nm range and a similarity criteria with a 

threshold value of Θ=0.10 rad was considered. Figure 4.4E shows the SAM image in 

which the pixels in red and black correspond to Θ0.10 rad and Θ>0.10 rad, respectively. 

The ratio between the number of red and black pixels is ≈99.9 %, demonstrating the 

homogeneity of the emission of the oxidized surface Si NPs. To ease the interpretation 

of the SAM results, the spectrum arising from pixels with Θ0.10 rad and Θ>0.10 rad are 

shown in Figure 4.4F. It is notorious the large overlap of the spectra corresponding to 

red pixels (Θ0.10 rad) with the reference. Moreover, the mismatch between the 

emission spectra arising from black pixels (Θ>0.10 rad) and the reference is mainly due 

to changes in the fwhm rather than by a large shift of the emission peak position, which 

verifies that 𝐸𝑔 can be used as the thermometric parameter. 

  

4.2.3 Emission spectra a function of temperature 

 
As the spatial homogeneity of the film emission is not a concern, the thermal 

dependence of the emission was further characterized using conventional 

photoluminescence techniques. The emission spectra of Si NPs-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2 

comprise of a broad band (fwhm ≈0.33 eV) in the red spectral region, whose peak 

position at 300 K is ≈1.91 eV (650 nm) and ≈1.97 (630 nm), depending on the air 

exposure conditions, Figure 4.5A and 4.5B. Apart from a blue-shift, the emission spectra 

of the oxidized surface Si NP-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2 (Figure 4.5A and 4.5B) resemble 

that observed for the as-prepared Si NPs-C12 (Figure 4.5C).  
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Figure 4.5 Emission spectra of films of (A) Si NPs-C12-1, (B) Si NPs-C12-2, and (C) as 
prepared Si NPs-C12 excited at 365 nm and measured under vacuum at selected 
temperatures. 
 

All the emission spectra display a single Gaussian profile (Figure 4.6) arising from 

recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes located in the crystalline core of 

the Si NPs. The observed blue-shift after air exposure is ascribed to the decrease of the 

Si crystalline core size induced by the surface oxidation that results in a wider band 

gap.[40] Although it is known that the presence of an oxide shell at the Si NPs surface 

contributes to the appearance of another emission component attributed to donor-

acceptor pairs involving states associated with the native oxide shell,[162] the fact that 

the emission spectra of the oxidized surface Si NP-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2 are well 

modelled by a single Gaussian function (Figure 4.6), indicates that the contribution of 

the oxide-related component can be neglected, as already noticed for analogous Si 
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NPs,[162] in which the contribution of the oxide-related emission could only be discerned 

at low temperatures.[162] 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Emission spectrum (13/14 K, 160 K and 300 K) of (A) as-prepared Si NPs-C12 
and (B) Si NPs-C12-1 excited at 365 nm. The open symbols correspond to the data best 
fit (r2>0.99) with a single Gaussian function. The fit regular residual plots are shown at 
the bottom. 
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Focusing on the application as luminescent nanothermometers, the emission 

spectra of the samples were studied from low-temperature (13 K) to values near the Si 

NPs melting point (500 K).[246] In all cases, the emission spectra shifted to the red as the 

temperature is raised, as shown in Figure 4.5 for selected temperature values. In order 

to use the oxidized surface Si NPs as luminescent nanothermometers, the 

phenomenological Varshni’s law[247] that describes the temperature (𝑇) dependence of 

the emission band gap (𝐸𝑔), 

 

𝐸𝑔(𝑇) = 𝐸0 −
𝛼𝑇2

𝑇 + 𝛽
                                                                                                                (4.1) 

 
which corresponds to the emission peak position, where 𝐸0 is the energy gap at 0 K and 

𝛼 and 𝛽 are constants, can be used as predictable calibration curve. Thus, the values of 

𝐸0, 𝛼 and 𝛽 must be known prior to the sensing measurements. The parameter 𝐸0 is 

determined by considering the energy peak position at ≈14 K (marked in Figure 4.5A and 

4.4B); 𝛽 is related to the Debye temperature (645 K), being 𝛽=1108 K for bulk Si.[247] The 

𝛼 parameter is essentially phenomenological and its value is on the order of 10−3 eV.K−1 

for Si NPs[248] and bulk Si[247] and is known to be constant for Si NPs with average 

diameters around 2 nm.[248] Thus, to independently determine the α value for the 

oxidized surface Si NPs, the emission thermal dependence of 𝐸𝑔 for the as-prepared Si 

NPs-C12 (Figure 4.5C) was modelled with Equation (4.1). Despite the fact that the 

emission spectra are well modelled by a single Gaussian function (Figure 4.6), the 𝐸𝑔 

values were determined by modelling the emission spectra to a single Gaussian function 

in the energy range that presents intensity values of at least 60 % (Figure 4.7A) of the 

maximum intensity peak position, enabling a more accurate 𝐸𝑔  determination. From the 

data modeling with Equation (4.1) (Figure 4.7B), a value of 𝛼=(1.26±0.02)10−3 eV.K−1 

was obtained, using 𝛽=1108 K and 𝐸0=1.907±0.002 eV. Figure 4.7A shows the fit with a 

single Gaussian function used to determine the emission peak position of the spectrum 

measured at 14 K (considered as the value of 𝐸0). The energy peak value determined 

with the fit is 1.9071±0.0003 eV. Considering that the spectral resolution of the 

measurement is 210−3 eV, this should be the uncertainty value for the energy peak.    
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Figure 4.7 A) Emission spectrum of a film of as-prepared Si NPs-C12 excited at 365 nm 
and measured under vacuum at 14 K. The open circles correspond to the data modelling 
(r2>0.98) with a single Gaussian function in the range that presents intensity values of at 
least 60 % of the maximum intensity peak position. B) Thermal dependence of the 
emission peak position for films of the as-prepared Si NPs-C12 measured under vacuum. 
The solid line corresponds to the data best fit mission spectrum (r2>0.99) with Equation 
(4.1). Fit regular residual plot (bottom). 
 
This procedure enables to independently establish the calibration curves for the 

luminescent thermometers based on the oxidized surface Si NPs by replacing in Equation 

(4.1) the values of all parameters. These calibration curves are 

  

𝐸𝑔(𝑇) = 1.993 −
1.26 × 10−3  ×  𝑇2

𝑇 + 1108
                                                                                 (4.2) 

 

𝐸𝑔(𝑇) = 2.044 −
1.26 × 10−3  ×  𝑇2

𝑇 + 1108
                                                                                 (4.3) 

 
for Si NPs-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2, respectively. 𝐸0=1.993±0.002 eV (Si NPs-C12-1) and 

𝐸0=2.044±0.002 eV (Si NPs-C12-2) were determined from emission spectra measured at 

≈14 K. Although 𝐸0 value depends on the Si NPs size its value is independent of the 

operating conditions, thus, it ensures that the Si NPs-based thermometers are primary. 

The error (∆𝐸𝑔) associated with the calculation of 𝐸𝑔 is given by 
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(∆𝐸𝑔)
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 ∆𝛼)
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+ (
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 ∆𝑇)

2

⇔ 
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(𝑇 + 𝛽)2
Δ𝑇)

2

                  (4.4) 

 

in which ∆𝐸0=210−3 eV is the peak experimental uncertainty, Δ𝑇=0.1 K is the 

temperature experimental resolution, and Δ𝛼=0.0210−3 eV.K−1 is the error of the 

parameter 𝛼 resulting from the fit (Figure 4.7B). No error for 𝛽 was considered as its 

value was taken from the literature (𝛽=1108 K).[247]  

Figure 4.8 shows the agreement between the values experimentally obtained 

with the oxidized surface Si NPs for the thermometric parameter, i.e. the emission peak 

position (𝐸𝑔), and the values predicted by the Equation (4.2) and (4.3).  
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Figure 4.8 A) Thermal dependence of the emission peak position for films of Si NPs-C12-
2 under vacuum (blue circles) and of Si NPs-C12-1 under vacuum (green circles) and in a 
nitrogen atmosphere (orange rhombus). The green and blue lines show the values 
predicted by Equations (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. B) Magnification of the region 
within 295-330 K. The shadowed area represents the error of the values given by 
Equation (4.4). 
 

4.2.4 Figures of merit of the thermometer 

 
The thermometer performance can be evaluated using the relative thermal 

sensitivity (𝑆𝑟)[193, 249, 250] that is defined as the relative change of 𝛥 with the temperature 

 

𝑆𝑟 =
1

𝛥
|
𝜕𝛥

𝜕𝑇
|                                                                                                                             (4.5) 
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Applying this definition to Equation (4.1) results in 

 

𝑆𝑟(𝑇) =
1

𝐸0 −
𝛼𝑇2

𝑇 + 𝛽

2𝛼𝑇(𝑇 + 𝛽) − 𝛼𝑇2

(𝑇 + 𝛽)2
=  𝛼𝑇

2 −
𝑇

(𝑇 + 𝛽)

𝐸0(𝑇 + 𝛽) − 𝛼𝑇2
                             (4.6) 

 
The error (Δ𝑆𝑟) associated to the calculation of 𝑆𝑟 is given by 

 

(Δ𝑆𝑟)
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𝜕𝑆𝑟
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2

                                              (4.7) 

 
The relative thermal sensitivity for Si NPs-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2 increases with rising 

temperature, with sensitivity being ≈0.03 %.K−1 at room-temperature (Figure 4.9A). ∆𝑆𝑟 

calculated using Equation (4.7) yields a relative error (∆𝑆𝑟 𝑆𝑟⁄ ) of ≈1 %.  
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Figure 4.9 A) Relative thermal sensitivity for films of Si NPs-C12-1 and Si NPs-C12-2. The 
relative error Δ𝑆𝑟/ 𝑆𝑟 is ≈1 %. B) Temperature uncertainty for Si NPs-C12-1. The inset 
shows a magnification for the region within 100-500 K. The temperature uncertainty 
values are the same for Si NPs-C12-2.  
 
Despite the existence of previous reports on the temperature dependence of the peak 

emission position of Si NPs, only a small number of works addressed the use of Si NPs as 

nanothermometers and only for Si NPs in solution.[99, 100, 234, 243, 251] The 𝑆𝑟  values for the 

thermometers based on oxidized surface Si NPs are similar to those reported for surface-

functionalized Si NPs in a squalane solution (0.052 %.K−1) in the interval 303-390 K.[234] 

In the latter case, the emission thermal dependence for alkyl-terminated Si NPs 

dispersed in low-polar liquids cannot be well predicted by Equation (4.1), due to the high 

viscosity of the solvents and broad nanoparticle size distribution that induce exciton 
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migration mechanisms.[100, 234] The good agreement between Varshni’s law and the 

experimental results indicates that exciton migration[162] can be neglected and the 

emission thermal dependence is mainly governed by the temperature induced shrinkage 

of the band gap. Other 𝑆𝑟 values reported for thermometers based on Si NPs in solution 

refer to distinct thermometric parameters, namely emission lifetime (0.75 %.K−1)[99] and 

emission integrated intensity (0.8 %.K−1)[243] in the temperature ranges 293-393 K and 

293-373 K, respectively, one order of magnitude above the value reported in this work. 

The temperature uncertainty (𝛿𝑇) was computed using  

 

𝛿𝑇 =
1

𝑆𝑟
|
𝛿𝛥

𝛥
|                                                                                                                              (4.8) 

 

where 𝛿𝛥=210−3 eV is the absolute uncertainty on the determination of the 

thermometric parameter and corresponds to the spectral resolution of the 

measurement. Equation (4.8) yields the thermal uncertainty plotted in Figure 4.9B. At 

low temperatures the 𝛿𝑇 is high due to the low values of 𝑆𝑟. Despite that, as the 

temperature increases (𝑇>100 K), 𝛿𝑇 decreases to values below 10 K as a result of the 

increase of 𝑆𝑟. The temperature uncertainty is determined both by the material 

emission features (fwhm and emission quantum yield) and by the spectral resolution of 

the equipment (photodetector gain and grating or CCD resolution). Obviously, if NPs 

with higher quantum yield values are used, the absolute uncertainty on the 

determination of the thermometric parameter will be improved, as it will be possible to 

perform the experimental measurement under the maximum resolution of the 

equipment which is 10−4 eV in the visible spectral range for a nominal spectral dispersion 

of 2.64 nm.mm−1. In this case, 𝛿𝑇<3.5 K and 𝛿𝑇<0.5 K for low temperatures values and 

above 100 K, respectively. 

 

4.2.5 Thermometric operation in different media 

 
Despite the fact that the use of vacuum conditions is required, for instance, in 

cryoprotective environments (e.g. living cells), space applications and opto-electronic 

devices, it is not compulsory or sometimes even not desired for temperature sensing 

near (or above) room temperature. Thus, it is pertinent to analyze the effect of the 
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atmosphere on the thermometric parameter, in particular, if the thermometer based on 

oxidized surface Si NPs requires a new calibration whenever operated in different media. 

Thus, the performance of the thermometer based on the Si NPs-C12-1 was evaluated in 

air and in a nitrogen atmosphere in the temperature range ≈298-328 K. Nitrogen-filled 

environments can be found, for instance, in glove boxes used to handling both hazard 

substances and air sensitive materials. The thermal dependence of 𝐸𝑔 under a nitrogen 

atmosphere is represented in Figure 4.8, which is also well described by Equation (4.2). 

Additional evidence suggesting the independence of 𝛥 on the atmosphere in which the 

measurements are performed can be found in Figure 4.10 where the spectra of the film 

measured in air and vacuum overlap. 
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Figure 4.10 A) Emission spectra of a film of oxidized surface Si NPs acquired in air and 
vacuum at 293.7 K and 295.2 K, respectively. The excitation wavelength was 365 nm. B) 
Thermal dependence of the emission peak position of Si NPs-C12-2 in solution, 
measured in air (squares). The solid line shows the values predicted by Equation (4.3) 
and shadowed area represents the respective error. 
 

The thermometric performance of Si NPs-C12-2 was also evaluated in solution 

measured in air in the temperature range 297.5-327.2 K. The emission thermal 

dependence is shown in Figure 4.10B and is also well predicted by Equation (4.3), 

reinforcing that the Si NPs are self-calibrated primary thermometers whose 

performance is described by a predictable, well-established state equation. 
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4.2.6 Repeatability and reversibility of the thermometric 

measurements 

 
The repeatability and reversibility were studied for films of Si NPs-C12-1 in air 

around room temperature (Figure 4.11A) and under vacuum at lower temperature 

values between 20.0-250.0 K (Figure 4.11B). Under consecutive heating-cooling cycles, 

all the thermometers present reversibility and repeatability higher than 99.99 %, being 

only limited by the experimental uncertainty in the determination of 𝛥. The test-retest 

reliability tests performed with Si NPs-C12-2 in solution are shown in Figure 4.11C, 

revealing reversibility and repeatability higher than 99.98 %, demonstrating that the use 

of the oxidized surface Si NPs in toluene solution does not compromise their 

performance as a thermometer. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Variation of the thermometric parameter in the indicated temperature 
cycling range. The measurements were performed for Si NPs-C12-1 in (A) air and (B) 
vacuum, and for (C) Si NPs-C12-2 in solution, measured in air. The lines are guides for 
the eyes. 
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4.3 Conclusions 
 

The performance of luminescent Si NPs as nanothermometers was evaluated in 

the 13-480 K temperature range. Independent of the sample processing (film or 

solution) and the environment, the dependence of the emission energy with 

temperature is well described by Varshni’s law and can be used as the thermometric 

parameter, i.e. 𝛥 = 𝐸𝑔. This finding, that 𝛥 of a nanothemometer can be predicted by a 

well-established equation, resolve some concerns regarding the robustness of the 

nanothermometer and the need for calibration in each new measurement environment, 

making this one of the very few examples of a primary thermometer. The reversibility 

and repeatability of the thermometer is higher than 99.98% and the maximum relative 

thermal sensitivity is 0.04 %.K−1. The possibility of extending the use of Si NPs to the 

biomedical field is highly potentiated by the advantages of Si (e.g. cost, biocompatibility, 

and abundance). Future research should be directed to the production of narrower size 

distribution and water dispersible Si NPs in combination with the enhancement of the 

optical properties featuring higher relative thermal sensitivity approaching the best 

figure of merit (0.4-3 %.K−1, in the physiological range).[230]  

In a global way, the fact that Varshni’s law is general for bulk semiconductors and 

semiconductor NPs, the methodology reported here can be widely explored, leading to 

a new generation of multi-functional semiconducting QD phosphors with the ability to 

sense temperature at the nanoscale in which novel developments in the field of 

biophotonic and nanophotonics[252] may be expected and a new generation of photon 

converters based on semiconducting QDs may be explored. This may extend multimodal 

bioimaging to temperature sensing in the interior of a nanoparticle and allow the 

combination of NP-based imaging with drug and gene delivery, therapy, or diagnosis.[54] 
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Chapter 5. Deposition of Al2O3 by ALD on films of 
silicon nanoparticles 
 

5.1 Introduction  
 

In chapter 3, it was shown that the surface of the Si NPs plays a key role on their 

photoluminescence properties. In order to take advantage of the photoluminescence 

properties of the Si NPs and get practical applications with commercial success it is 

necessary to develop devices that keep their properties stable over time. There are 

several systems of Si NPs that are not stable in ambient conditions, as for example the 

Si NPs without oxide shell, as studied in the previous chapters. The operation in ambient 

conditions is a necessary requirement if one wants to apply the photoluminescence 

properties of the Si NPs in a broad range of applications, otherwise the success of the 

devices will be at risk or will be restricted to very few applications in conditions where 

the Si NPs are stable. Taking this in consideration, it becomes an important challenge 

the development of strategies that allow the systems of Si NPs to keep their properties 

stable over time in ambient conditions. One of the strategies that can be used to protect 

films of NPs from oxidation in ambient condition is the coating or infilling of the film with 

Al2O3.[253-255] This strategy was already successfully adopted for PbSe NPs,[253, 254] for 

CdSe/ZnS core-shell NPs,[255] and for Si NPs.[256] 

The ALD is a technique that have been used to coat and infill films of NPs.[253-255] 

The ALD is a chemical vapor deposition technique, developed in the 1970s,[257-259] which 

allows film thickness control at the angstrom level, conformal deposition, and pinhole-

free films.[257, 259] ALD became an important tool for many industrial and research 

applications.[257, 259] An ALD is performed by exposing the substrate to sequential 

alternating pulses of gaseous chemical precursors that react with the substrate. These 

gas-surface reactions are called “half-reactions” and take place in a chamber under 

vacuum (<1 Torr) for a certain amount of time to allow the precursor to fully react with 

the whole substrate surface through a self-limited process that leaves only a monolayer 

at the surface. Subsequently, the chamber is purged with an inert carrier gas to remove 

unreacted precursor or reaction by-products. Then the other precursor is pulsed into 
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the chamber and reacts with the substrate leading to the deposition of another 

monolayer and after that the chamber is purged again. The process is then cycled until 

the desired deposited thickness is achieved. The process takes place at temperatures 

typically <623 K.[259] 

Several inorganic materials, such as oxides, nitrides, sulphides, selenides, 

tellurides, and pure elements can be deposited by ALD.[259, 260] The oxides have been the 

most investigated materials and the deposition of Al2O3 using trimethylaluminum and 

water is a well-studied example of ALD.[128, 257, 260, 261] The surface chemistry during the 

ALD of Al2O3 using trimethylaluminum and water can be described as[128, 257, 261] 

(A) AlOH* + Al(CH3)3 → AlOAl(CH3)2* + CH4       

(B) AlCH3* + H2O → AlOH* + CH4       

where the asterisks denote the surface species. The deposition can be performed at 

temperatures between 306 and 523 K.[128, 262] 

The coating and the infilling of NP systems with metal oxides, as Al2O3, or other 

materials not only provide protection against oxidation but also impacts on other 

properties of the systems where they are deposited. For example, ALD infilling with 

Al2O3 has been shown to greatly enhance charge carrier mobilities in the case of field-

effect transistors made of PbSe quantum dots and ZnO nanocrystals[254, 263] and 

improved the charge mobility in photodetectors made of CdSe quantum dot films by 

infiltration of the space between quantum dots with ZnO.[264] The photoluminescence 

properties are also affected by the coating or infilling of the systems using ALD. Table 

5.1 presents some examples in which the photoluminescence properties of the systems 

were modified by ALD. In some cases de deposition also affected other properties, such 

as the refractive index.[255] 
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Table 5.1 Systems where ALD has been performed, with impact on the 
photoluminescence properties. 

System 
Material 

deposited 

Distribution of 
the deposited 

material 
Impact on the properties 

CdSe/ZnS core-
shell NP 
films[255] 

Al2O3 
 

Infilling and 
overcoating of NP 
films 

Stable photoluminescence 
emission intensity even after 
three months of sample storage 
 

Refractive index can be tuned to 
higher values 

Bulk Si[265] 
Thin layer 
deposited at the 
surface 

Change in the profile of the 
emission spectra measured at 
10 K   

ZnO nanowires 
and metal 
NPs[266] 

Al2O3 layer 
between the ZnO 
nanowires and 
the metal NPs 

Enhancement of UV emission 
that is dependent on the 
thickness of the Al2O3 layer 

NaYF4 NPs 
doped with Yb3+, 
Er3+ or Yb3+ in 
close proximity 
of Au, Ag or Al 
NPs[267] 

Al2O3 layer 
between the 
NaYF4 NPs and 
the metal NPs 

Increase of the 
photoluminescence intensity 
with dependence on the 
thickness of the oxide spacer 
layer and the type of metal NP 

Si nanowires[268] PbS 

Uniform coating 
of the Si 
nanowire array 
with a layer of 
PbS QDs 

Photoluminescence intensity 
increases 

Monolayers of 
CdSe/CdS/ZnS 
core/shell/shell 
QDs[269] 

ZnO 
The QDs are 
encapsulated in 
the ZnO matrix 

Photoluminescence intensity 
decreases to half its initial value 
after encapsulation 

 

In this work, ALD is used to infill Si NP films with Al2O3 with the goal of studding 

if the deposition can provide protections against the spontaneous oxidation in ambient 

conditions as well as to study if the deposition of metal oxides, as the Al2O3, may impact 

the photoluminescence properties of the Si NPs. Using films of Si NPs with 18 nm in 

mean diameter that were characterized by SEM, XPS, and SIMS, it was possible to verify 

that a homogeneous infilling of the films with Al2O3 by occupation of the void spaces 

between the NPs, was achieved. The homogeneous infilling of the films with Al2O3 was 

also studied using FTIR because this is an easy and nondestructive technique. The FTIR 

was then used to verify the homogeneous infilling of films of Si NPs with average 
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diameters of 5.5 and 4.9 nm. For these films of NPs, with smaller average diameter, it 

was possible to measure the emission spectra, allowing to study how the infilling of 

Al2O3 affects the photoluminescence properties. The Al2O3 induces a modification on 

the emission profile but does not suppress the emission. In what concerns the 

protection against oxidation in ambient conditions, the infilling with Al2O3 demonstrated 

the capability of protecting the films from this phenomenon.  

 

5.2 Results and discussion 
 

5.2.1 Structural characterization before Al2O3 deposition 

 
The characterization of the Si NP films before the Al2O3 deposition started by 

measuring the FTIR spectra of films of Si NPs with mean diameter of 18 nm that were air 

exposed and of films of the same Si NPs after etching with HF solution. The FTIR spectra 

measured for both systems (Figure 5.1) are modulated due to optical interference 

effects within the film.[270, 271] The measurement performed for Si NPs that were air 

exposed (Figure 5.1A) reveals a band within 1000-1200 cm−1, with center around 1100 

cm−1 attributed to Si-O-Si bond,[59] as expected from the formation of a native oxide shell 

on the surface of the Si NPs after air exposure. After the etching of the Si NPs with HF 

solution, the band attributed to Si-O-Si is not observed in the FTIR spectrum (Figure 

5.1B), instead it is possible to observe a band within 890-940 cm−1, with center around 

915 cm−1 associated with deformations modes of Si-Si-H3 and scissor and wag modes of 

Si2-Si-H2
[165] and other band within 2050-2150 cm−1, with three components located at 

2086, 2100, and 2139 cm−1, attributed to Si-H stretching vibrations of Si3-Si-H, Si2-Si-H2, 

and Si-Si-H3 surface hydride groups, respectively.[59] Is also possible to observe a small 

band within 604-700 cm−1, possibly associated with Si-H vibrations.[126] These results 

indicate that the HF etching removes the oxide shell, rendering H-terminated Si NPs. 
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Figure 5.1 FTIR spectra recorded for films of Si NPs with mean diameter of 18 nm 
prepared with 4 sprays of NPs that were (A) air exposed and that were (B) etched with 
a HF solution. 
 

Measurements performed using a profiler (Veeco DekTak 150, stylus diameter of 

12.5 µm using a step of 0.053 µm) found that the Si NPs (18 nm) samples prepared with 

4 sprays of NPs present a mean value of thickness of 60 nm and a surface roughness of 

95 nm determined from 
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                                                                                                                                        (5.1) 
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                                                                                                                                   (5.2) 

 
respectively,[272] where 𝑦𝑖 are the 𝑛 values measured for the height in the scan direction 

between 200 and 400 µm (Figure 5.2).  

 

 
Figure 5.2 Surface profile of a Si NPs (18 nm) sample prepared with 4 sprays of NPs. 

 
Films of Si NPs with different thickness were prepared by performing the spray 

coating deposition with different number of sprays. The modulation due to optical 

interference effects is observed in the FTIR spectra of Figure 5.3A. The interference 

phenomenon depends on the thickness of the film.[270, 271] So considering that the 

thickness of the films depends on the number of sprays, as expected the profile of the 

spectra that results from the modulation also changes with the number of sprays. The 

FTIR measurements performed on these films show that the bands associated with the 

Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 and Si4-X-Si-HX (X = 1, 2, 3) increase as the number of sprays used to 

prepare the films increases (Figure 5.3B). This result was expected, considering that films 

with larger thicknesses contain more Si NP, and so the signal of the hydrogen-

termination should be larger. The spectra also reveal a band at 2920 cm−1 due to CH2/CH3 

deformation modes.[70] The origin of these species should be the organic solvent used in 

the spray deposition. 
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Figure 5.3 A) FTIR spectra recorded for Si NPs (18 nm) films prepared with 4, 5, 6 and 7 
sprays NPs. B) Evolution of the Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 and Si4-X-Si-HX related FTIR bands 
between 800-1000 cm−1 and 2000-2200 cm−1 spectral regions, respectively, as function 
of the number of sprays of NPs. 
 

5.2.2 Structural characterization after Al2O3 deposition 

 
The SEM performed on films after deposition of Al2O3 with 120 ALD cycles, 

sample Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3, shows a change in the surface morphology when 

compared with the images of films before the deposition of Al2O3, sample Si NPs (18 

nm), as shown in Figure 5.4. Before Al2O3 deposition of the Al2O3 it is possible to identify 

the NPs in the SEM image but after the Al2O3 deposition the structures that can be 

identified present the same shape with and larger size than the individual NPs that can 
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be identified before the Al2O3 deposition. Considering that the deposition of Al2O3 layer 

on the surface of the NPs will lead to the increase of the NPs size, the SEM images are a 

good indication of the successful deposition of Al2O3.  

 

 
Figure 5.4 SEM images of (A) Si NPs (18 nm) and (B) Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 samples 
prepared with 4 sprays of Si NPs. 
 

The measurements performed by XPS on samples where different number of 

ALD cycles were performed reveal the presence of the Al 2p, Al 2s and O 1s bands (Figure 

5.5),[159, 273] as expected for a well succeeded deposition of Al2O3. The films prepared 

with the lower numbers of ALD cycles (30 and 50 cycles) reveal also the Si 2p and Si 2s 

bands (Figure 5.5A). 
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Figure 5.5 XPS spectra in the regions of (A) Al 2p, Si 2p, Al 2s, Si 2s and (B) O 1s peaks 
recorded for films of Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 samples prepared with different numbers 
of ALD cycles. The Si NP films were deposited using 4 sprays. 
 
Taking into consideration the thickness of the region that is analyzed by the XPS 

technique (≈10 nm),[274] the XPS data can give some information about the thickness of 

the Al2O3 that is being deposited. The fact the Si-related bands are observed for the 

samples prepared with 30 and 50 ALD cycles, indicates that for these samples the 

thickness of Al2O3 at the surface should be lower than 10 nm. Considering that the Al2O3 

growth rate is 1.0 Å per ALD cycle, the expected thicknesses for 30 and 50 cycles are 3 

and 5 nm, respectively, indeed below 10 nm. For samples with 120 and 200 cycles, an 

Al2O3 layer thickness larger than 10 nm is expected, which is in good agreement with the 

fact that the Si-related XPS signals are not observed for these samples. 
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The Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 deposited using 120 ALD cycles has also been 

characterized using SIMS. The SIMS signals of the analyzed elements are presented as a 

function of the sputtering time in Figure 5.6.  

 

 
Figure 5.6 SIMS measured for different elements as a function of sputtering time 
measured for a Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 sample (120 ALD cycles).  
 
The elements chosen to be analyzed were the Si, which is present in the Si NPs and in 

the substrates, the Au, which is present as a layer between the Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 

film and the substrates, the O and Al, which are present in the Al2O3, and the C, which is 

present in the solvent used to prepare the Si NP solution used for the spray coating of 

the Si NP films. As can be seen in Figure 5.6, up to the first 500 s of sputtering, there in 

a decrease in the O and Al signals while there is an increase in the Si signal. This indicates 

that for 120 ALD cycles, there is a layer of Al2O3 at the surface of the film. This correlates 

well with the XPS data that also indicate the existence of an Al2O3 layer at the surface, 

as for 120 ALD cycles the signals from Si are not observed in the spectra. The XPS and 

SIMS measurements, together with the change in the surface morphology, after ALD, 

shown by the SEM measurements (Figure 5.4), are good evidences of the deposition of 

an Al2O3 layer at the surface of the film. After the 500 s of sputtering, the number of Al 

and O signals remain approximately constant, while the Au signal increases. This can be 

readily understood because while the Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 layer is removed by the 

sputtering, the underneath Au layer becomes continuously more exposed. The counts 

of Au reach a maximum at around 4500 s of sputtering and until this point, the Al and O 

signals remain approximately constant. This clearly indicates that the Al2O3 material is 
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homogeneously distributed in the Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 layer, meaning that was 

achieved a homogeneous infilling of the empty voids within the Si NPs film by means of 

the ALD. This conclusion is also corroborated by the variation of the C signal. The C 

element is present only within the Si NPs film as a residual resulting from the organic 

solvent used in the spray deposition of the Si NPs. The fact that the signals of the Al, O, 

and C display a very similar behavior as a function of sputtering time (see Figure 5.6), 

namely constant counts values in the interval between 500 s and 4500 s and decrease 

of these values for sputtering times above 4500 s, shows that the Al2O3 is 

homogeneously distributed within the Si NPs layer. The simultaneous decrease of the 

counts of Al, O, C and Au for sputtering times above 4500 s and observation that at the 

same time the Si signal remains constant show that for these sputtering times the 

substrate material has been reached and less and less material from the Si NPs (18 nm) 

+ Al2O3 film and Au layer can be observed. 

The successful homogeneous infilling of the Si NP films with Al2O3 deposited by 

ALD is also confirmed by FTIR measurements. The FTIR spectra measured for several Si 

NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 samples prepared with different numbers of ALD cycles are shown 

in Figure 5.7A.  
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Figure 5.7 A) FTIR spectra recorded for Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 samples prepared with 4 
sprays of Si NPs and with different number of ALD cycles. B) Evolution of the Al-O band 
as a function of the number of ALD cycles. C) Al-O band area as a function of number of 
ALD cycles. D) Evolution of the Si4-X-Si-HX band as a function of the number of ALD cycles. 
E) Si4-X-Si-HX band area as a function of number of ALD cycles. F) Al-O band area 
normalized by the Si4-X-Si-HX band area as a function of number of ALD cycles. 
 
The Si NP films in these samples were deposited with 4 sprays. The spectra show a band 

related to Al2O3,[275-279] which appears within the 600-1000 cm−1 spectral region and is 

centered at about 800 cm−1, due to stretching of Al-O bonds.[275-278] Figure 5.7B shows 

the spectra as a function of the number of ALD cycles and Figure 5.7C shows the 
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evolution of the Al-O FTIR band area obtained by numerical integration of the FTIR band 

in the interval between 700 and 1000 cm−1. As can be seen, the FTIR signal from Al-O 

increases rapidly with the number of ALD cycles up to a cycle number of 80, whereas for 

larger cycle numbers no major increase of the Al2O3 signal is observed. This is consistent 

with the existence of Al2O3 infilled in the Si NP film. Hence, during the first cycles, the 

Al2O3 is being infilled into the Si NP film, by being deposited on the surfaces of the Si 

NPs, leading to the filling the void spaces of the film. This process that leads to the filling 

of the void spaces is called infilling regime, as denoted in Figure 5.7C. When the film is 

fully infilled, there are no void spaces and so there is no inner surface available for Al2O3 

deposition, and therefore the Al2O3 is only deposited on the top of the film. When the 

Al2O3 is being deposited only in the top of the films it is said that the deposition is in the 

overcoating regime (Figure 5.7C). For 160 cycles of ALD the band area is lower than for 

120 cycles, this may be due to differences in the amount of NPs deposited in each film. 

Performing a normalization of the Al-O FTIR band area by the FTIR band related to Si4-X-

Si-HX (Figure 5.7D and 5.7E), to correct for differences in the amount of NPs in each film, 

confirms the existence an infilling regime with a transition to overcoating regime at 

around 80 ALD cycles (Figure 5.7F).  

Besides the experiment presented above, where the number of ALD cycles was 

changed and the thickness of the Si NP films was kept approximately constant. Also were 

performed experiments where the number of ALD cycles was kept constant but the 

thickness of the films was changed, by using films prepared with different number of 

sprays. The Figure 5.8A shows FTIR spectra for the corresponding Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 

samples prepared with 4, 5, 6 and 7 NP sprays. For these samples, the Al2O3 was 

deposited with 40 ALD cycles in order to be in the NP infilling regime, as discussed above.  

The spectra reveal the signal from the Al-O bonds stretching,[275-278] within the 600-1000 

cm−1 spectral region. Also, it is observed a reduction of the signals of the Si4-X-Si-HX 

species (2000-2200 cm−1 spectral regions), when compared with the Si NPs (18 nm) 

samples (Figure 5.3). This is consistent with the fact that in the first steps of the ALD the 

hydrogen at the surface of the Si NPs reacts with the reagents from the ALD. Figure 5.8B 

shows the evolution of the Al2O3 FTIR band as a function of the number of sprays and in 

turn as a function of the amount of Si NPs in the sample. As can be seen, the Al2O3 FTIR 
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band increases with the amount of Si NPs, as is expected for an infilling of the Si NP films 

with Al2O3. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 A) FTIR spectra recorded for Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 films prepared with 4, 5, 
6 and 7 sprays NPs and 40 ALD cycles. B) Evolution of the Al-O FTIR band as a function 
of the number of sprays used to prepare the films. 
 

In order to establish an easy and non-destructive optical method to evaluate the 

infilling of the Si NP films with Al2O3, in the following the FTIR signals from hydrogen-

termination of the Si NPs, which quantify the specific surface available for Al2O3 

deposition within the Si NP film, are correlated with the FTIR signals from Al-O, which 

quantify the amount of Al2O3 material deposited on that surface. The area of the signals 

associated with the hydrogen-termination is a more accurate indicator of the amount of 

Si NPs in the film than the number of NP sprays, because any small difference in the 
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amount of Si NPs deposited in each different spray are removed. Thus, it is shown in 

Figure 5.9A and 5.9B the Al-O band area as a function of the Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 and Si4-X-

Si-HX bands areas, respectively. Here, the Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 and Si4-X-Si-HX bands area was 

obtained for several Si NPs (18 nm) samples deposited with different numbers of sprays, 

thus giving different amounts of Si NPs. The Al-O band area was obtained from FTIR 

spectra recorded for the very same films after Al2O3 deposition [Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 

samples] using in all cases 40 ALD cycles. As can be seen in Figure 5.9A and 5.9B, the Al-

O band area increases linearly with the increase of the signals associated with the 

hydrogen-termination. In a homogenous infilling, an increase of the inner surface 

available for Al2O3 deposition, e.g. by increase of the amount of NPs in the films, should 

correspond to a linearly proportional increase of the amount of Al2O3 material 

deposited. The linear dependence between the band area of the signal associated with 

the hydrogen-termination and the signal associated with the Al2O3, together with an 

intercept close to 0 cm−1, which means that for zero Si-H surface there is no Al2O3 

deposited, provides evidence for a homogeneous infilling of the Si NP films with Al2O3. 

 

 
Figure 5.9 Al-O band area a function of the (A) Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 band area and (B) Si4-X-
Si-HX band area. The lines correspond to the data fit with a linear function with slope (a), 
intercept (b), and r2 are indicated in the graphs. Fit regular residual plots (bottom). 
 

This optical method was applied to evaluate the infilling of the Si NPs films made 

of smaller NPs, namely Si NPs (5.5 nm) and Si NPs (4.9 nm) samples. Here Si NP films 
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with different amounts of NPs were prepared, enabled by different numbers of spray 

coatings, and the FTIR spectra before and after Al2O3 (40 ALD cycles) were measured. 

The FTIR bands of Si NPs (5.5 nm) and Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 associated with Si4-x-Si-Hx 

and Al-O signals, respectively, are shown in Figure 5.10. 

 

 
Figure 5.10 (A) Si4-x-Si-Hx and (B) Al-O FTIR bands for Si NPs (5.5 nm) and Si NPs (5.5 nm) 
+ Al2O3, respectively, deposited with different numbers of sprays. 
 

Figure 5.11A and 5.12B show the Al-O band areas as a function of the Si2-Si-H2/Si-

Si-H3 bands areas for films made of Si NPs with d=5.5 nm and d=4.9 nm, respectively. As 

can be seen, also for these cases the Al-O signal correlates linearly with the Si2-Si-H2/Si-

Si-H3 band area, with an intercept close to 0 cm−1. This relation had been already 

observed above for films made of Si NPs with d=18 nm and indicates that for films made 
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of Si NPs with a smaller diameter the ALD also allows a homogeneous infilling of the Si 

NPs films with Al2O3. 

 

 
Figure 5.11 Al-O band area a function of the Si2-Si-H2/Si-Si-H3 band area for (A) Si NPs 
(5.5 nm) + Al2O3 and (B) Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3 samples. The lines correspond to the 
data fit with a linear function with a, b, r2 are indicated in the graphics. Fit regular 
residual plots (bottom). 
 

5.2.3 Impact of the Al2O3 deposition on the oxidation process 

 
The impact of the Al2O3 deposition on the oxidation process was studied by 

exposing Si NPs (18 nm) and Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 samples to ambient conditions and 

measuring the FTIR spectra along the process. The FTIR spectra measured for 0.1 and 

532 hours of exposure to ambient conditions are shown in Figure 5.12A and 5.12B.  
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Figure 5.12 FTIR spectra recorded for (A) Si NPs (18 nm) and (B) Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 
samples prepared with 4 sprays of NPs, for oxidation times of 0.1 and 532 hours. C) Si-
O-Si band area as a function of the oxidation time. 
 
Immediately before air exposure, the spectrum of Si NPs (18 nm) shows the bands 

within 890-940 cm−1 and within 2050-2150 cm−1 associated with the H-termination.[59, 

165] In the spectrum of Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 measured before exposure to ambient 

conditions, it is possible to observe the band within 600-1000 cm−1 that results from the 

Al2O3 deposition. The band within 2050-2150 cm−1 associated with the hydrogen-

termination is smaller when compared to that measured for Si NPs (18 nm), because in 

the first steps of the ALD the hydrogen at the surface of the Si NPs reacts with the 

reagents from the ALD. Concerning traces of oxidation, only in Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 it 

is possible to observe a small signal from the band within 1000-1200 cm−1, attributed to 

Si-O-Si bond.[59] This small trace of oxidation is probably due to the reaction in the first 

steps of the ALD of the O2 present in residual amounts inside the ALD system with the 

water molecules used as reagent. After exposure to ambient conditions for 532 hours, 

it is possible to observe the Si-O-Si signal in both films. The Si-O-Si band area as function 

of the oxidation time is shown in Figure 5.12C. It is possible to observe that for Si NPs 
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(18 nm), the Si-O-Si increases fast after approximately 40 hours of exposure to ambient 

conditions, while for Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 the Si-O-Si signal only slightly increases even 

after 532 hours of exposure to ambient conditions. This result is in good agreement with 

reported data,[253, 254] for films of PbSe nanocrystal where the infilling and overcoat with 

Al2O3 deposited by ALD showed to protect against oxidation. 

 

5.2.4 Impact of the Al2O3 deposition on the photoluminescence 

properties  

 
The emission spectra of Si NPs (d nm) samples with d of 4.9 and 5.5 are shown 

in Figure 5.13A. The emission measured for each sample with both detectors coincides 

in the energy range between 1.10 and 1.35 eV where the operation range of both 

detectors overlap. For Si NPs (18 nm) no emission has been observed in the whole 

analyzed energy range. For Si NPs (4.9 nm) and Si NPs (5.5 nm), samples deposited with 

6 and 4 sprays, respectively, a broad emission is observed between 0.7 and 1.75 eV. It is 

evident from the shape of the emission spectra for both Si NPs (5.5 nm) and Si NPs (4.9 

nm) that the spectra reveal more than one component. One component at lower 

energy, with energy peak around 1.0 and 1.2 eV for the Si NPs (5.5 nm) and Si NPs (4.9 

nm), respectively, and another component at higher energy. For the Si NPs (4.9 nm) this 

component at higher energy is around 1.7 eV. For the Si NPs (5.5 nm) sample, the 

spectrum for energies above 1.4 eV has a low signal-to-noise ratio, which hinders the 

determination of the peak position of the higher energy emission component. 

Nonetheless, the presence of this component is clear.  
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Figure 5.13 Emission spectra recorded for (A) Si NPs (d nm) and (B) Si NPs (d nm) + Al2O3, 
d=4.9 and 5.5. The excitation power density was 14 mW/cm2. The spectra were 
measured with an InGaAs detector (dashed lines) and a Si detector (solid lines).  

 

To study how the deposition of Al2O3 affects the emission features of Si NP films, 

the emission spectra of corresponding Si NPs (d nm) + Al2O3 samples with d of 4.9 and 

5.5 nm have also been recorded (Figure 5.13B). For Si NPs (18 nm) + Al2O3 no emission 

has been observed in the whole analyzed energy range. The samples Si NPs (4.9 nm) + 

Al2O3 and Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 exhibit an emission in the studied energy range. The 

emission spectra of these samples are formed by a broad band that is well described by 

a single-Gaussian function with peak at 1.50±0.01 and 1.36±0.02 eV, respectively. In the 

case of the Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3, the position of the emission band does not 

correspond to the position of any of the emission components observed for the Si NP 

films with the same NP average size but without Al2O3 deposition.  
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The spectra of Si NPs (5.5 nm), Si NPs (4.9 nm), Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 and Si 

NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3 were measured as a function of excitation power density. Figures 

5.14A and 5.14B show the emission spectra of samples Si NPs (4.9 nm) and Si NPs (4.9 

nm) + Al2O3, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 5.14 Emission spectra recorded with different excitation power densities for (A) 
Si NPs (4.9 nm) and (B) Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3. The spectra were measured with an 
InGaAs detector (dashed lines) and a Si detector (solid lines). (C) and (D) show fits of two 
and one Gaussian function to the spectra of Si NPs (4.9 nm) and Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3, 
respectively. Fit regular residual plot (bottom). 
 
The intensity of the spectra increases as the excitation power density increases, while 

the shape of the spectra remains unchanged. To quantify the dependence on the 

excitation power density (𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐) of the emission intensity, Gaussian functions were fitted 

to the spectra. The spectra of Si NPs (4.9 nm) and Si NPs (5.5 nm) are well described 

with a sum of two Gaussian functions denoted Ea and Eb (see example in Figure 5.14C) 
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and the spectra of Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3 and Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 are well described 

with a single Gaussian function, denoted Ec (see example in Figure 5.14D). 

The dependence of the intensity of the components of the emission spectra (𝐼𝑒𝑚) 

as a function of the excitation power density is presented in Figure 5.15.  

 

 
Figure 5.15 𝐼𝑒𝑚 as function of 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐 for films of Si NPs with average diameter of (A) 5.5 

and (B) 4.9 nm. The lines correspond to the fit of 𝐼𝑒𝑚~𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑘, with 𝑘 indicated in Table 

5.2, to the data. Fit regular residual plot (bottom). 
  
For all components, the intensity is proportional to the excitation power density 

following a power law 𝐼𝑒𝑚~𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑘,[134] with 𝑘 values indicated in Table 5.2. For all 

emission components the 𝑘 value is lower than 1.  

 
Table 5.2 Values of 𝑘 determined from the fits to 𝐼𝑒𝑚 as a function of 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐 with 

𝐼𝑒𝑚~𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑘, for films of Si NPs with the indicated average diameter (d). 

Sample d (nm) Emission component 𝑘 

Si NPs (4.9 nm) 
4.9 

Ea 0.9±0.1 

Eb 0.7±0.1 

Si NPs (4.9 nm) + Al2O3 Ec 0.8±0.1 

Si NPs (5.5 nm) 
5.5 

Ea 0.9±0.1 

Eb 0.7±0.1 

Si NPs (5.5 nm) + Al2O3 Ec 0.6±0.1 
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In the literature, it is reported a that a 𝑘 value between 0 and 1 corresponds to a free-

to-bound radiative recombination, such as free hole and neutral donor recombination, 

free electron and neutral acceptor recombination or donor-acceptor pair 

recombination.[134-136] In the case of Si NPs (5.5 nm) the peak energy of the Ea emission 

component is clearly lower than the band gap of Si, which supports the idea that these 

emission components is due to donor-acceptor type emission of states within the energy 

band gap of the Si NPs, rather than exciton type emission. Defects as impurities or 

dangling bonds, resulting, for example, from the synthesis of the NPs, which may be in 

the Si core or in the surface of the NPs, may be the origin of the observed emission. 

Other possible origin for the emission is an amorphous shell of distorted Si-Si bonds that 

is formed in the NPs surface around the crystalline core of the Si NPs. The Raman 

spectrum of Si NPs (4.9 nm) shows evidences of the presence of this amorphous phase 

(Figure 5.16). The Raman spectrum is well described by a sum of one Lorentzian function 

centered at 520 cm−1, assigned to the transversal-longitudinal optical phonon mode of 

crystalline Si and three broad Gaussian lines at 334, 450, and 494 cm−1 assigned to 

disorder-activated (amorphous) longitudinal acoustic modes, transversal optical modes 

and longitudinal optical modes, respectively.[280, 281] The crystalline fraction (𝑓𝑐) of Si can 

be calculated from 

 

𝑓𝑐 =
𝐼𝑐

𝐼𝑐 + 𝛾𝐼𝑎
                                                                                                                             (5.3) 

 
where 𝐼𝑐 and 𝐼𝑎 are the intensity of modes associate with crystalline and amorphous 

phases, respectively and 𝛾=0.1 is a factor that for accounts the higher scattering cross-

section of the amorphous phase when compared with the crystalline one.[280, 281] From 

this equation a crystalline fraction of 77% is obtained. 

The fact that the deposition of Al2O3 at the surface of the NPs affects the profile 

of the emission may be the indication of the existence of defects in the surface of the 

NPs that are passivated as result of the Al2O3 deposition. This suggestion is in agreement 

with the reports of the remotion of defects (OH traps), due to the deposition of Al2O3 

using ALD that was already reported for ZnO nanocrystals.[263] 
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Figure 5.16 Raman spectrum (black line) of Si NPs (4.9 nm) and envelope fit (red line) of 
three Gaussian functions (blue lines) and one Lorentzian function (green line). Fit regular 
residual plot (bottom). 
 

5.3 Conclusions 
 

The ALD resulted in the homogeneous infilling of Al2O3 within films of hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs. For Si NPs with average mean diameter of 18 nm, the characterization 

of the films and the verification of the infilling with Al2O3 was performed using SEM, XPS 

and SIMS. A method that uses FTIR to take conclusions about the infilling of the films 

with Al2O3 was also proposed. The FTIR method allowed an easy and nondestructive way 

to verify the infilling of film of Si NPs with average mean diameters of 4.9 and 5.5 nm 

which exhibited emission in the near infrared at 8 K. The photoluminescence properties 

are modified by the Al2O3 infilling. The profile of the emission spectra, which before the 

ALD is well described by a sum of the Gaussians, after Al2O3 infilling is modified, being 

well described by a single Gaussian. Measurements of the emission spectra as a function 

of excitation power density indicate that the emission may be related with defects that 

are partially eliminated by the Al2O3 deposition. The exposure of films of hydrogen-
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terminated Si NPs and of films infilled with Al2O3 reveal that the infilling is capable of 

protecting the films from the oxidation in air at least up to exposures of 532 hours. 
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Chapter 6. General conclusions and perspectives 
 

The photoluminescent properties of crystalline Si NPs attract much interest due 

to their potential applications. The understanding of the photoluminescence properties 

is a fundamental step to improve their photoluminescence properties. The goal of this 

work was to study the photoluminescence properties of the Si NPs, prepared by 

nonthermal plasma synthesis. Si NPs with distinct surface terminations, namely 

hydrogen, silicon oxide, and functionalized with an organic molecule (1-dodecene) were 

studied. 

It was shown, using time-resolved spectroscopy, that the broad emission band 

of Si NPs with oxidized surface, and an average core diameter of 3.4 nm, is formed by 

two emission components, one due to recombination of photogenerated electrons and 

holes located in the crystalline Si core and another originated from donor-acceptor 

recombination pair involving states associated with the native oxide shell. After 

removing of the oxide shell, only the emission component due to the recombination of 

photogenerated electrons and holes located in the crystalline Si core is observed in the 

spectrum of the hydrogen-terminated. The maximum value of emission quantum yield 

measured for oxidized surface Si NPs (0.1150.011) decreases after removing the oxide 

shell (to a value below 0.01), but increases to 0.430.04 after suspending the oxidized 

surface Si NPs in ethanol. This is due to the fact the light emission properties of Si NP 

ensembles are not determined solely by the properties of individual NPs but are also 

governed by inter-NP charge transfer. The presence of the natural oxide shell hinders 

inter-NP charge transfer, resulting in a higher quantum yield than in hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs. The reduction of inter-NP charge transfer also accounts for the high 

quantum yields observed for oxidized surface Si NPs when the average inter-nanocrystal 

separation is increased by suspending the Si NPs in solution. 

The study of organic-functionalized Si NPs allowed to study how the surface 

termination determines intra- and inter-NP interactions and how are the optical 

properties affected by these interactions. Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene 

without native oxide shell, hydrogen-terminated Si NPs (both with average core 

diameter of 2.4 nm), and Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene and with native oxide 
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shell (with Si core with average diameter of 1.7 nm) were studied. The hydrogen-

terminated Si NPs and the Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene without native oxide 

shell present a single emission band ascribed to recombination of photogenerated 

excitons in the crystalline Si core of the Si NPs, but at higher energy than the emission 

of the Si NPs with average core diameter of 3.4 nm, due to the increase of the quantum 

confinement that leads to the increase of the band gap. The Si NPs functionalized with 

1-dodecene without native oxide shell and hydrogen-terminated Si NPs reveal 

differences in the nonradiative recombination mechanisms associated with inter-NP 

exciton migrations, that lead to a higher excitonic lifetime value and a higher emission 

quantum yield (0.230.02) measured for Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene without 

native oxide shell. As observed for oxidized surface Si NPs, the Si NPs functionalized with 

1-dodecene with native oxide shell present an additional emission component 

associated with recombination via electronic states of the oxide (surface/interface 

states), demonstrating that part of the excitons generated in the Si NPs are transferred 

to oxide-related states. For the Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene the grown of an 

oxide shell does not impose a significant additional barrier for exciton transfer when 

compared to the barrier provided by the organic termination, as no significant quantum 

yield variation is observed. The work unveils the leading role played by inter- and intra-

NP exciton migration processes for the light emission properties of Si NPs. The study 

points out that the higher quantum yields generally found for organic-terminated Si NPs 

result from inhibition of inter-NP exciton transfer (responsible for nonradiative 

recombination). 

Taking advantage of the knowledge obtained from the study that allowed to 

identify the number and origin of the emission components of the Si NPs, the 

dependence on the temperature of the emission component ascribed to recombination 

of photogenerated excitons in the crystalline Si core of the Si NPs was studied as a tool 

to measure the temperature. The study about the performance of the Si NPs as 

luminescent thermometer was performed for Si NPs functionalized with 1-dodecene in 

film and in colloidal solution. The emission peak position can be used as the 

thermometric parameter, being predicted by Varshni’s law. It was experimentally 

demonstrated that the Si NPs can be used as luminescent thermometer, in the 13-480 

K temperature range, and in several medium (air, vacuum, nitrogen atmosphere). The 
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reversibility and repeatability is higher than 99.98 %, and the maximum relative thermal 

sensitivity is 0.04 %.K−1. The calibration curve is predicted by Varshni’s law making this 

one of the few primary thermometers reported in the literature and the first with 

operation experimentally tested in several medium. The fact that the thermometric 

parameter is predicted by a well-established equation resolve some concerns regarding 

the robustness of the nanothermometer and the need for calibration in each new 

measurement environment and allows to state that the thermometric parameters 

measured are without doubt being dependent on the temperature and not from other 

variable of the medium. Future works can develop other primary thermometers using 

other semiconductor NP systems in which the relation between the thermometric 

parameter and the temperature is also described by Varshni’s law. 

Aiming to confer protection against oxidation in ambient condition the infilling 

of hydrogen-terminated terminated Si NPs with Al2O3 using ALD was studied, together 

with the effect on the photoluminescent properties. The homogeneous infilling of Al2O3 

on films of Si NPs with average mean diameter of 18 nm was shown using techniques as 

SEM, XPS, and SIMS, but also using a FTIR based method that is easier and 

nondestructive. This method was applied to verify the homogeneous infilling of films 

with a smaller average diameter (4.9 and 5.5 nm) in which the emission spectrum in the 

near infrared at 8 K was possible to measure. The profile of the emission spectra is 

modified by the Al2O3 deposition. The emission profile formed by two components 

before Al2O3 deposition, becomes formed by only one component after the deposition. 

Measurements of the emission spectra as a function of excitation power density indicate 

that the emission may be related with defects that are partially eliminated by the Al2O3 

deposition. Despite the change in the emission profile, the photoluminescence is not 

completely suppressed, which is a promising result considering the deposition of Al2O3 

reveled the capability to protect the films against oxidation under ambient conditions. 

This indicates that the Al2O3 deposition may be used to produce Si NP systems with 

stable photoluminescent properties under ambient conditions.  

The objectives behind this thesis were achieved. As future work, it would be 

relevant a study of the infilling of films of Si NPs with emission properties that would 

allow to perform photoluminescent measurements not only at low temperature but also 

at room temperature and in time-resolved mode, these would allow to understand 
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better how the interaction of the Si NPs with the Al2O3 affects the emission. Also, would 

be interesting study the effect on the photoluminescent properties of the infilling of the 

films with other metal oxide than can be deposited by ALD (for example ZnO). 
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